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(Includes Speed Reading for Quick Revision)
INTRODUCTION
KVU 01

The vedas are classified into Vedapurva and Vedanta portions.
Veda Poorva deals with Karmas so called Karma kanda. Karmas can
be of three varieties based on the instrument with which we do
the activities.
1. Kaiyika Karmas – Physical activities (eg Yagas)
2. Vachika Karmas – Verbal activities ( eg Parayana, Japa)
3. Manasa karma – Thoughts (eg Manasa Japa, Visualization of
the deity)
All these produce phalam, the results for the chanter, the listener
and the thinker. Generally it is said that Physical activities produce
physical results, the verbal activities produce verbal results and
mental activities produces mental results. Every action produces a
result (known before Sir Isaac Newton!), physical/verbal as well as
mental.
Upasana is another name for Manasa Karma.
The Phalam of all the Karmas are classified into three types. We
can choose the karmas based on the phalam we want.
1. Improvement of our own instruments of interaction – Body,
sense organs, the mind. This is Upadhi Prapthihi. This may be
for this Janma or the next.
2. Improvement of the objects around us, upon which we can
interact. This is Vishaya Prapthihi. Includes a good house,
good vehicle and good family members etc.
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3. Improvement of the atmosphere / surroundings / world
around us. It should be peaceful without fear and favourable.
This is called Loka prapthihi. If one is not happy with the earth
the scriptures point out that there are six higher lokas one
can attain to with proper Karmas.
The Karma Phalam can also be classified into three types in
another manner.
4. Artha - Any object, person or situation which contributes to a
sense of security (Artha is not mere money since money
often becomes a source of insecurity)
5. Kama - Any object, person or circumstance that produces
inner happiness (Kama here is not desire since desire
produces only physical comfort. Many with physical comfort
are mentally distressed, while many who do not have physical
comfort are happy)
6. After ensuring sufficient Artha & Kama, human mind begins
to think of resources that will take care of future - this life
and posthumous life. Punya - papa accrued determine the
direction of future travel. This invisible wealth is Dharma.
The scriptures then point out that the Karmas are all good. But
there are three types of Doshas BAD which are associated with the
Karmas.
1. There is no pure happiness. Karmas phalas are admixed with
pain. Dukha Mishritatvam. (Stress to acquire / Struggle to
maintain and Sorrow of loss). This applies to objects, people
as well as relationships.
2. There is no total satisfaction. Satisfaction disappears soon.
Atriptikaratvam. The highest Karma phalam is still finite. So
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instead of enjoying what we have we are always bothered
about what we do not have.
3. Bondage. Initially the karma phalas come as a luxury. But, in
due course one becomes addicted to them and then the
luxury becomes a necessity. One is unable to survive without
them. This is called Badhakatvam. One becomes a slave of the
karma phala. From strength it becomes a crutch of weakness.
Generally most of the humanity enters Karma kanda, enjoys and
suffers the karma phala, not rising above this mechanically. Life
appears to be so fast that one does not have time to think
beyond this cycle of karma. However, some rare people wonder
and think to know if there is any other goal which can be
accomplished in their lives which is free of these three Doshas.
4. The scriptures say such a purushartha is available. But it is not
available in Karma Kanda. To accomplish one needs to move
beyond the Karma Kanda to Jnana Kanda or the Vedanta. It is
the end portion or the ULTIMATE portion of the Vedas. Here
the nirdosha phalam is presented. It is neither Dharma, nor
Kama nor Artha. It is called Moksha Phalam. It is otherwise
called Brahman.
Vedanta says one however cannot ‘get’ that bramhan since ‘you’
are the nirdosha bramhan. Tat tvam Asi. What you are seeking is
yourself.
Thus one needs to enquire whether the direction of one’s
activity is appropriate or not.
However, there is a seeming contradiction. Vedanta says that I
am perfect. However, I have always believed that I am full of
defects -being dissatisfied with my physical attributes like colour
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hair teeth height, being dissatisfied with my verbal and
emotional attributes. So, could I really be brahman? Are the
Vedas true?
But Vedas cannot be dismissed trivially. It is Lords Scriptures.
I feel I am imperfect. The Scriptures say I am perfect. Thus I now
have a doubt which is correct.
Whenever there is a doubt there must be an enquiry. It is an
enquiry into the self. Whether I am right or the Scriptures are
correct?
This enquire is worth the entire struggle since the results are
infinite. One need no more build his self-image! I need not
improve my image since I am already the best.
What is the instrument, Pramanam for self-enquiry?
The 4 terms
Prameyam - Is the knowable object about which one gains a
knowledge of
Prama - Is the knowledge of the object
Pramana - Is the instrument that is used to know
Pramatha - Is the knower

They are five instruments with which we are blessed.
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KVU 02
They are called the
5 PAURUSHEYA PRAMANAM.
DIRECT KNOWLEDGE THROUGH DIRECT PERCEPTION
1. Pratyaksha Pramana. Here one gains direct knowledge with the 5
senses. Pratyaksham alone is the main means of knowledge &

direct means of perceiving and knowing. The other four are
derived from perceptual data.
Pratyaksha = Direct Perception
INDIRECT KNOWLEDGE THROUGH INDIRECT PERCEPTION USING
PRATYAKSHA PRAMANA
2. Anumana Pramana. Here one gains indirect knowledge (in the
present) by inference after direct perception. Example one hears horn
& infers that a car is coming.
Anumana = Inference from Direct Perception
3. Arthapatti Pramana. Here one gains indirect knowledge (of a past
event) by presumption after direct perception. Example one sees
water on the street in the morning & presumes that it rained in the
night.
Arthapatti = Presumption after Direct Perception
4. Upamana Pramana. Here one gains indirect knowledge by comparison
after direct perception. Example one sees a dog in the forest and by
comparison to a domestic dog concludes that it is a wild dog.
Upamana = Comparison after Direct Perception
5. Anupalabdhi Pramana. Here one gains indirect knowledge by noncognition after direct perception. Example one concludes that a chair
is ‘not there’ by non cognition since he has just seen a chair there a
while ago.
Anupalabdhi = Non Cognition after Direct Perception

Can I use any one of these Pramanam for Self-enquiry?
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It becomes evident that all the five human instruments of
knowledge are turned externally or outwards. Each instrument is
objective or extroverted. This is the unfortunate status of Science
too since it is based on the data collected through perception. One
may improve the sense organs by using a telescope which is still
turned outward and meant to collect data about the outside
world. Knowledge based on objective data will be of the objective
world only.
Thus Perceptive data > objective knowledge > Objective world is
the way of science. Whereas, in Self-enquiry we are trying to study
the subject.
Thus, all the 5 Paurusheya Pramanas are inadequate to study the
Self or gaining self-knowledge. This is so since Self-enquiry is
beyond the field of operation of those Pramanams.
Thus is there a new instrument to gain Self-Knowledge?
The tradition presents a sixth Pramanam, an apauruseya pramanam,
the Shastriya Shabda Pramanam. It means vaidika language –
spoken or written.
KNOWLEDGE THROUGH WORDS
6. Sabda Pramana. Here there is communication through words, written
or verbal, without any uses of the senses.

Shabda Pramanam is two types
1. Loukika – Veda Purva Sabda, Human origin – Deals with
anatma, objective world (worldly wisdom). Karma Kanda.
2. Vaidika – Vedanta Sabda, Divine origin – Deals with subjective
world. It is meant for revealing the ‘Self’. It is also called
shastriya Pramanam. Jnana Kanda. Thus, Veda is a unique
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Pramanam which gives us knowledge which cannot be
derived through any other Pramanam. It gives us the unique
knowledge of the ‘self’.
Thus, we must use the ‘Shastriya Shabda Pramana’ to get the
knowledge of the ‘Self’. It serves like a darpanah, mirror to show
our ‘Self’. The material mirror reveals our external self, while the
Scriptures / Upanishads acting as a mirror reveals our true ‘self’.
It makes it appear as if we are looking outside but in reality we
are looking at our true self. Study of the Scriptures is not an
intellectually thrilling academic exercise but it is a study of my
‘Self’.
The more we are clear with the Scriptures the clearer we will be
about the ‘Self’. So we need to study the Shastras thoroughly
and comprehensively.
What are the difficulties in studying the Scriptures?
Primarily the difficulty is one of orientation / habits. Generally
when we read about something, we gather knowledge about the
object firstly (Information) and then experience it directly
subsequently. Normal sequence is
Objective knowledge leads to objective experience
The Upanishads are talking about Brahman. As we listen we
gather book knowledge of Brahman. Thus we hope to have an
experiential knowledge of Brahman. The mistake is to see
Brahman as a new object introduced by the scriptures. We must
remember that the Upanishads talk about the Brahman which is
our own real nature. As we gather the knowledge we have to
‘own it up’ as our real nature. The talk is all about ‘I’ the
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observer. Thus the listening must be slightly different from
reading any other objective books.
Here, the sequence is
Subjective knowledge must be owned up / claimed as myself
Therefore, certain things are insisted upon before the Scriptural
reading.
1. A Guru is required to who will keep desisting students always
from ‘trying to contact’ Brahman. There should not be an
expectation of hoping to get a glimpse of Brahman as one
sits for meditation.
2. Since ‘I” the ‘Self’ am going to be the observer ‘I’ am going
to be different from everything ‘I’ observe. There cannot be
an example of the observer since every example that exists is
what is observed.
Thus the Scriptures use peculiar means of communication. So,
it may be difficult to understand the scriptures. Unless
correctly understood, one can mistake the central message
of Advaitam as Dvaitam of Visistadvaitam. Therefore to
extract the correct meaning of the Scriptures a methodology is
used. It is a key to open the scriptures. It is called Sampradaya
/ Mimamsa / Vichara.
There are six indicators which tell the clear meaning regarding
the true nature of the self. These are called tatparya nirnaya
shat lingani.
1. The beginning and the end portion will reveal the central
teaching (Advaitam). This is similar to the headlines
mentioned in the beginning and end of the news. Both
12

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

of these summarize the content. Beginning is called
Upakrama and the end called Upasamhara.
Abhyasa. Repetition. One must find out which part of
the teaching is repeated again and again(Advaitam),
that is the central teaching
Apoorvatha. Uniqueness. The scriptures reveal to us
what is not known to us or what is not knowable to us
through the 5 paurusheya pramanas (Advaitam). What
is not covered in Veda Purva is the central teaching.
Phalam. Benefit or result. If Vedanta teaches dvaitam, it
is useless since Veda purva already deals with it. The
unique benefit of Advaitam is taught in the Vedanta.
Arthavadhaha. The glorification (of right
knowledge(Advaitam)) and criticism (or wrong
knowledge) portion reveals which is the central
teaching. What is criticized cannot be the central
message.
Upapathihi. The central message is supported by Logic /
reasoning.

Thus the central theme of the Scriptures may be
understood by using these six indicators. Extracting the
central message is not easy since we have to take various
clues and employ them. Therefore tradition urges us to
take the help of a sampradaya acharya who know how to
extract the teaching with the help of the 6 clues.
When we use these indicators properly we arrive at the
knowledge that ‘I’ am the ‘Consciousness’ the ‘Observer’
principle. And that ‘I’m eternal. The body, mind and the
world is perishable. Behind all this is the ‘observer’
principle which is eternal and imperishable.
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‘I’ the observer am never the object of experience. But the
existence of the observer can never be questioned as ‘I’
am the ever witnessing consciousness.
Aham Brahma Asmi.
This wisdom we can convincingly get if we go through the
scriptures properly.
If we get this wisdom, thereafter there is no need for
anything, since there is Poornatvam. This is so since the
consciousness is poorna. The misplaced struggle for
fulfilment called samsara will end as a result of Selfknowledge.
Since this knowledge comes at the end of the Vedas it is
called Vedanta. There is nothing to be ‘done’ here but to
‘know’ and ‘understand’.
Thus since knowledge alone is involved here it is called
‘Jnanakanda’.
Since I know ‘myself’ to be Brahman, this knowledge is
called ‘Self-knowledge’ or ‘Brahma Vidya’ or ‘Atma Vidya’.
After I know this, all my struggles end. Thereafter one does
not live for Poornatvam, but ‘out of’ Poornatvam. Since it
ends the struggles of life it is called Upanishad.
Meaning of Upanishad.
1st Meaning
Upa Ni Shad
Upa means near, the closest thing to me - Atma
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Ni - Doubtless conviction (regarding the Atma)
Shad - (the previous 2) destroys ignorance / samsara (A
notion that I am insecure MBBS - Meaningless,
Boring, Burdensome Struggle)
Format Conversion
Ignorance of Self results in a triangular format. I
perceive myself as victimized Jiva, the world as
victimizer and God as my savior
Self Knowledge converts triangular format to binary
format. I am Atma which can never be
victimized and the anatma can never be
victimizer. Since I cannot be victimized I do not
need an external savior.
2nd Meaning
Upani Shad
Upani is wisdom which brings together
The student and the guru
‘I’ and Purnatvam
The Jivatma and Paramatm.
The seeker and the sought
Shad means destruction. This it is a wisdom which destroys
the samsara. This is the primary meaning.
Since the Vedantic texts lead to this wisdom, the text itself is
called Upanishad. This is the secondary meaning.
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The secondary, external Upanishad should lead us to the
Primary, internal Upanishad.
The external Upanishad is called Pramanam and the internal
Upanishad is called Prama.
This wisdom occurs at the end of all the Vedas.
Generally the teaching is presented in the form of a dialogue
between the teacher and the student. This indirectly tells
us the need of a Guru. Even the highly qualified Narada
needed a Guru. The great Rama and Krishna had Gurus.
A dialogue or a group of dialogues put together for an
Upanishad.
Veda initially had 1180 branches and as many Upanishads.
Of these a few hundreds are alone available now. Of which
10 are well known since Adi Shankara wrote their
commentaries and they are covered in Brahma sutras by
Vyasacharya.
Kaivalya Upanishad does not come under the famous ten.
However, it is a beautiful Upanishad.
We shall now study the Kaivalya Upanishad. It belongs to
the Atharvana Veda.
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KVU-03
(verse 1, 2)
The word Upanishad primarily refers to Brahma Vidya or
Atma Vidya (self-knowledge) and it is known by that name because
it brings jivatma & Paramatma together – the limited “I” and the
limitless goal together thereby removing samsara.
Upani = bringing together of the seeker & the goal &
shad/sat = destroyer of samsara, ignorance
The primary meaning – Upanishad refers to wisdom which is inside
us.
The secondary meaning – Vedantic text book is also called
Upanishad as the textbook leads to knowledge – it is outside us.
The external Upanishad (Pramanam) should lead to the
internal Upanishad (prama).
The word, Kaivalya, means moksha. It is derived from
the word, ’kevala’ which in Sanskrit means without a second thing,
matchless or non-dual, advitiya. Whatever is without a second must
be infinite/completeness/full/Second-less (poorna). Kaivalyam
(oneness) is an abstract noun of kevala(one).
Scriptures tell us that any kind of sorrow is a sign of
incompleteness.
Anantatvam expresses itself in the form of ananda &
(expressed ananda is anantatvam). Thus Kaivalyam ultimately
means Poornatvam & ananda. It is Ananda Upanishad – the
Upanishad which gives you ananda & removes samsara. Kaivalyam
is extended to abhayam (fearless) and asangam (without
attachment)
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This Upanishad ends with the word, Kaivalyam, hence the name
for this Upanishad. It is a samvada between Brahmaji the guru and
Asvalayana maharsi.
It belongs to Atharvana Veda.
All Atharvana Veda Upanishads (Mundaka Mandukya and Prasna)
have a common Shantipat.
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SHANTI PAT
In this prayer we are invoking the grace of all adhisthana dēvathās,
the presiding deities of our organs to be fit, to be able to complete
the study of this Upanishad
The prayer can be interpreted from spiritual angle as well as
general angle.
(Vedantic & general meaning)
Om Bhadram (the one ultimate auspicious thing, BRAHMAN
/pleasing, anandakaram, endearing, mangalaṁ, auspicious)
Karnnebhih (WITH THE EAR) Shrnnuyaama (MAY WE HEAR)
Devaah (O GOD) |
Bhadram (the one ultimate auspicious thing, BRAHMAN /pleasing,
anandakaram, endearing, mangalaṁ, auspicious ) Pashyema- (MAY
WE SEE) Akssabhir (WITH THE EYES) -Yajatraah (O GOD, WORTHY
OF WORSHIP, WHO PROTECT US) |
(Sarvam viṣṇu mayam jagat)

Sthirair- (WITH HEALTHY) Angaih (LIMBS) (to be able to do pradaksinām
namaskaram) (to be fit to complete this study) Stustuvaamsah- (MAY WE GLORIFY
YOU) tanuubhih (THROUGH THE VEDAS) (See Vishwaroopam in the world, live a
life of Yajna - KY) Vyashema (BE ONE OF ISHVARA ARADHANAM )
Devahitam (ALLOTTED BY THE LORD as per law of karma) Yad (AS) Aayuh (MAY OUR LIFE)
(Prayer for healthy body & long life)

Svasti (AUSPICIOUSNESS auspicious journey / bon voyage) Na (bless US with)
Indro ( MAY INDRA ) Vrddha- (OF GREAT) Shravaah (GLORY) |
(Oh glorious Indra bless me to be a glorious Jnani)

Svasti (AUSPICIOUSNESS) Nah (bless US with) Puussaa (MAY
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PUUSHA(the all nourishing SUN)) Vishva (THE ALL) -Vedaah (KNOWING
omniscient)
(O Pusha, Since you are omniscient bless me with spiritual knowledge)

Svasti (AUSPICIOUSNESS) Nah (bless US with) Taarksyah
(GARUDA) arissttaNemih (whose flight is without obstacles)
(O Garuda bless, may my spiritual journey be without obstacles)

Svasti (AUSPICIOUSNESS) No (US With) Brhaspatih guru of Devas.
Saraswathi is female deity of wisdom. Bṛhaspati is the male deity of wisdom. (MAY
BRIHASPATHI) -Dadhaatu (BLESS) ||
(May that Bṛhaspati make me intelligent enough to absorb the teaching).

Om Shaantih adhyatmika pratibandha nivritti - inward obstacles
Shaantih ādibhautika pratibandha nivritti - obstacle coming from other living being
Shaantih adi daivika pratibandha nivritti - obstacles from external natural forces
(OM PEACE PEACE PEACE)
(Let there be no obstacles in this pursuit)

.||

Om, May we Hear with our Ears what is Auspicious O God, O (God)
worthy of worship, who protects us, May we See with
our Eyes what is Auspicious,
Glorifying (You) through the Vedas with healthy limbs, May we live
our life as allotted by God with Ishwara aradhana.
May Lord Indra of Great Fame bless us with auspiciousness,
May Lord Pusha, who is All-Knowing, bless us with auspiciousness,
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May Lord Garuda, of unobstructed movement, bless us with
auspiciousness
May Lord Brihaspati also bless us with auspiciousness,
Om Peace, Peace, Peace.
Meaning -…
The shanthi patha is a prayer addressing the Lord. It should be
chanted by both the teacher & the students. In this shanthi patha
the student is asking for favours from the Lord. They are ….
1. Fitness of the entire personality comprising of the physical
body sthula shariram & the 17 organs of sukshma shariram .
Spiritual pursuit requires a fit body-mind complex, so, we ask
the Lord for physical, sensory, emotional and intellectual
fitness as the first favor
2. AYUSH – so that we can accomplish goal of this life, moksha.
A fit body-mind complex must be an instrument (God’s gift)
to be utilized for the study of Scriptures.
3. Freedom from all obstacles. We have come with a large
baggage of Prarabdha. The papam component of prarabdha
may be an obstacle for Scriptural studies – prathibandha
nivritti. Om shanthi is repeated 3 times to remove obstacles
from 3 sources 1. Obstacles coming from ourselves
2. Obstacles from immediate surroundings
3. Obstacles coming from nature over which we have
no control
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VERSE 1 – AASHVALAAYANA RISHI APPROACHES
BRAHMAJI.

Generally the Upanishads are in the form of a dialogue to convey
the idea that you should study under the guidance of a competent
guru. Here, Aashvalaayana rishi (a great acharya who revealed
many Rig Veda mantras) is the student & Lord Brahmaji (the lord of
the universe) is the guru. Paramesthi is another name for Brahmaji
or Prajaapati. Here the student begins the dialogue with the word
‘atha’ which means thereafter. So it is assumed the rishi
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approached Brahmaji after acquiring all the necessary qualifications
required for self-knowledge.
Atha – Thereafter.
Great acharyas have written elaborate commentaries on the
meaning of the word Atha.
The four fold qualification required for Brahma vidya is called
Sadhana Chatushtaya Sampatti.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Viveka - Discrimination of Nitya Anitya
Vairagyam - Dispassion towards the Anitya
Mumukshutvam - Desire for Moksha
Samadhi Satka sampatti - Discipline
a. SAMA - Mastery of mind
b. DAMA - Mastery of senses
c. UPARAMA - Reducing extrovertedness. This makes
quality time available for spiritual Growth
d. TITIKSHA - Mental toughness to tackle all problems in
life. Forbearance. Inner Strength
e. SHRADDHA - Faith in Scriptures and the acharya. It is not
blind but non critical open minded approach. It is
freedom from intellectual arrogance.
f. SAMADHANAM - Focussing capacity on the task at hand.

In simple language this comprises of chitta shuddhi (purity of mind)
and chitta ekagrati (focus of the mind). The Sadhanas Karma Yoga
gives Chitta Shuddhi and Upasana Yoga gives Chitta ekagrati. How
does one know that he has acquired the qualifications? The
indication is that Vedanta appeals to that person.
Upasametya – approaching the teacher in the right manner of
reverential attitude
23

Tadvijñānārthaṁ sa gurumevābhigacchet, samitpāṇiḥ śrotriyaṁ
brahmaniṣṭham, 1.2.12 Mundaka
Therefore, to attain knowledge, he must necessarily approach,
with samit in hand, a teacher who is learned in scriptures and
established in Brahman.
Approach through,
1. Namaskara, indicating that you have no intellectual
arrogance, that you have Amanitvam, humility.
tadviddhi pranipātēna paripraśnēna sēvayā, Bhagavad Gita
4.34)
May you gain that (knowledge) by prostration, by service,
and by proper enquiry

2.
3.
4.
5.

Shraddha - faith
bhakti - devotion
Seevayaa - service
Pariprasnena - proper enquiry

Uvaca – We must ask for this knowledge. The guru must know that
the student is interested. This is called pariprashna in the Bhagavat
gita.
Adhihi – May you loudly recollect what you have learnt from your
guru. Teach me what you learnt from your guru. This again means
that this Vidya cannot be taught if the student is not fit for
learning. The Guru can only provide the student the conditions to
learn. The Guru can only be a facilitator. The student must have the
ability to absorb and grow. (We can never grow a plant. If we
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provide the correct environment the plant has to then grow on its
own).
Ashvalayana addresses the teacher as Bhagavan (this indicates
his humility - gurur brahma gurur viṣṇuḥ gurur devo maheśvaraḥ),
may you teach Brahma vidya to me. Literarily brahma means the
infinite.
Then the rishi glorifies brahma vidya –
1. Varishtam – greatest wisdom to be sought after by everyone.
Any other study must be studied for the sake of refinement
of our intellectual thinking or our emotions. All Apara vidya
refines us to be ready for Para vidya, Brahma vidya. This is the
only and the greatest goal we must CHOOSE in our life.
2. Sada Sadbhih sevyamanam – most people do not seek this
wisdom (Even though it is free!) because they don’t know the
value as they are not mature. It is sought by wise people for
whom the top priority of life is very clear. They seek it all the
time (sada)
3. Nigudham – it is a secret wisdom as it is known to very few.
4. Sarva-papam vyapoyha – By this wisdom all the sins are
destroyed. According to shastras, Punyam is also included in
papas as Punyam is golden shackle & papa is iron shackle.
Punyam is also bondage as it leads to rebirth. This wisdom
destroys ignorance directly. The actions caused by this
ignorance are then destroyed indirectly.
5. Vidvan parat-param purusham yati – through this wisdom a
wise person attains the highest Purusha or Reality or Brahman.
By knowledge itself Brahman is attained. Normally knowing is
not getting. But here the Upanishad says knowing is attaining.
This statement means that by this knowledge alone we can
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attain Brahman. This is possible only under one condition.
When you are missing something purely because of ignorance
then knowledge will help you attain the object. When the
distance between me & the goal is caused by ignorance then
by knowledge itself the imaginary distance is gone. The wise
person (Vidvan) attains parat para Brahma which is beyond
maya (matter) - which is consciousness.
The word puruṣaḥ means Brahman. It has two derivations:
1. pūrayati sarvam iti puruṣaḥ - The one who pervades or
fills up everything. The all pervading Brahman (
Paramātmā ) is called puruṣaḥ .
2. pure śarīre ṣete iti puruṣaḥ - That Brahman who is the indweller of the body – in this context, Brahman is the
jīvātmā or sākṣi chaitanyam
Such a Brahma Vidya may you impart me.
The student is asking for brahma vidya knowing fully its
value.
Then Brahmaji replies –
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VERSE 2 – SAKSHATH SADHANA.

Generally the guru first tests the student to see if he is qualified.
Here he does not, because, somehow, he is convinced that
Aasvlaayana is a qualified student. Therefore he directly engages him
in Jnana Yoga. If student is not qualified, the teacher will ask him to
focus on Karma - Upasana Yoga first.
Pitamaha means Brahmaji, the grandsire, the universal father
Tasmai uvacha – addressed him
First Brahmaji teaches the means of attaining Brahma Vidya –
brahma vidya Sadhana – these means or Sadhanas are divided into
two –
1. Direct means (Sakshath Sadhana) called Jnana Yoga / Vedanta
Vichara
2. Supportive means (Sahakari Sadhana)
When you want to grow a plant you need a seed (Direct
means). But the seed alone is not enough to grow into a plant. It
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requires certain soil conditions, climatic conditions & water. These
are the supportive means for the seed.
In this Verse Brahmaji deals with 3 Sakshath Sadhanani - Vedanta
Vichara means Vedantic Shraavana, Mananam & Nidhidhyasanam
1. Sravanam is for Ajnana nivritti consistent and systematic
study of the Scriptures for a length of time under a
competent Acharya. It alone gives wisdom
2. Mananam is for samshaya nivritti, an intellectual exercise to
remove all internal intellectual doubts which obstruct
conviction regarding the wisdom gained.
3. Nidhidhyasanam is for viparyaya nivrtti, exercise to remove
the emotional obstacles from the mind. Emotional obstacles
are all unhealthy ways of thinking / responses due to previous
vasanas. Without this, wisdom may be gained but one will
not enjoy the Jnana Phalam. This is to convert knowledge to
emotional strength
KVU-04,
VERSE 2 & 3
In the 1st verse, the disciple & the teacher were introduced.
The disciple is Ashvalayana Rishi & teacher is Lord Brahmaji. The
student having all the necessary qualifications approaches the
teacher & asks for Brahma Vidya in the appropriate manner. In
Sanskrit it is called pariprashna – asked politely, humbly with
Shraddha & bhakthi & after shastanga namaskara. The teacher
agrees to teach the rishi.
Brahmaji addressed the student in the following manner:
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Brahmaji 1st gives the Sadhanas for gaining Brahma Vidya –
the means of acquiring the knowledge of Brahman. These are of 2
types –
1. Sakshath Karanam/direct means
2. Sahakari karanam/Indirect/supporting means
(Eg. Medicines are sakshath karanam & diet/pathyam is Sahakari
Karanam)
The teacher says Shraddha, bhakthi & Dhyana yoga is the
direct means or exercises 1. Shraddha Yoga represents Vedanta Sravanam – It is
systematic consistent study of the scriptures for a length
of time under a competent guru. Here it is called Shraddha
because for Sravanam, one needs to have faith in the guru
& the validity of shastras. One must accept Vedas as a
primary pramanam without asking for proof. This Sadhana
removes ignorance.
2. Bhakthi Yoga represents Mananam in this context – this is
the focusing the mind upon the teaching, dwells on Atma till
all doubts are cleared. Reflect over the teaching to remove
all the doubts and develop conviction in the teaching. This
removes intellectual obstacles. The teaching must not just
be a mere idea or opinion of the Upanishad but it must be
a conviction for me. This Sadhana removes intellectual
obstacles.
3. Dhyana Yoga represents Nidhidhyasanam, where we learn
to internalize the teaching to such an extent that it should
sink into my personality. This wisdom should reflect in every
action I do & every word I utter. It should transform my
physical, emotional & verbal personality. This exercise
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removes our emotional obstacles (habitual anger, habitual
jealousy etc.). This exercise removes emotional obstacles.
Nidhidhyasanam is the process by which I transform from
the triangular format to the binary format.
a. The triangular format is the notion: I am victimized jīva
, the world is the victimizer through the prārabdha
whip and Īśvara is my only savior.
b. The binary format is the understanding that I am that
Brahman who cannot be victimized by the world
because I am the creator and sustainer of everything in
this creation - mayi eva sakalaṁ jātaṁ mayi sarvaṁ
pratiṣṭhitam . I am satyam and the entire creation
including prārabdha is mithyā
Thus, together they remove obstacles of Ignorance, doubt and
habit or remove ajnanam, samshayam and vasanas of the mind.
Yogat must be added to every sadhana.
This is the primary or the direct exercise. All these put together are
called Jnana Yoga. This is not optional but is compulsory for all on
the spiritual path. Just like medicine. The teacher says through this
may you know Brahman (avehi)
After giving the sakshath karanam, Brahmaji now gives the
supporting causes/Sahakari karanam in the next verse.
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VERSE 3 – SAHAKARI SADHANA

Generally in the shastras, the contributory or Sahakari factors are
presented as the Sadhana Chatushtaya (4-fold qualifications). In the
presence of these 4-fold qualifications alone Jnana yoga can
fructify into liberation. In its absence any amount of Sravanam /
Mananam will not be successful. So the contributory factors are
very important.
Here Brahmaji does not mention all the 4 qualifications but focuses
on one particular qualification and that is Vairagyam or
detachment/freedom from emotional attachment/clinging/leaning
towards people, objects & situations (backed by Viveka tyaga of
anitya vastu1). Vairagya here is presented as tyaga or sanyasa.
Sanyasa literally means renunciation. This is of two types.
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External renunciation (ashrama sanyasa).
The person physically renounces his house, family, power and
money. Wearing Ochre robe indicates the external sanyasa
Internal renunciation
This is preparing the mind to lose anything at any time2. Things are
all around me but I mentally prepare to lose them at any moment.
One method of achieving this mental preparedness is through
viveka. Viveka is the means for Vairagya. Another method is by
remembering the fact that whatever I have is temporarily a gift
given by the Lord for my use to educate me & to grow me internally.
We must utilize them with this attitude and return it to the Lord
with thankfulness and gratitude. This is the attitude or surrendering
everything to the Lord. We have to reduce our / do tyaga of
ahankara & mamakara3 for internal renunciation.
Sanyasa indicates a mind free of preoccupation with PORT. Tyaga
means reduction of PORT4.
PORT
P - Possessions
O - Obligatory duties
R - Relationships
T - Transaction
PORT is an infrastructure for the success of Karma but it is an
obstacle for Jnanam. Building of this infrastructure is called Yoga
and maintaining it is called Kshema. These pre-occupations rob the
time and obstruct sravanam. Even in Grihastha Ashrama reduce
PORT as much as possible.
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Even in sannyāsa , there are two stages: Vivdha sannyāsa - during
śravaṇam and mananam , the sannyāsa āśrama karmas must be
followed. This status is indicated by the danḍa that the sannyāsī
carries. Vidvat sannyāsa – the sannyāsī focuses on nididhyāsanam .
In this stage, he even renounces the danḍa and the associated
rituals.
Jnanam & Vairagyam are compulsory for attaining liberation.
Brahmaji emphasizes here that other methods do not help in
attaining liberation. He enumerates such methods here. They are
karmas, money & children.
1. He says people cannot attain moksha or knowledge through
karmas. Karma is any type of secular or sacred action. Karma
cannot produce knowledge or moksha. It is not an instrument
of knowledge. Karma is not a Pramanam. Karma cannot give
infinitude because result of action is produced in time. And
whatever is produced in time will also have an end. Therefore
karma phalam is anitya, apoornam. Moksha is poorna. Mundaka
Upanishad (2nd chapter, 1st section) says only fools expect
moksha through karma. When we say karma does not give
moksha does not mean that karma is useless. Karma is very
useful in purifying the mind which is very essential for Jnana
yoga later. It is indirectly useful.
2. Next Brahmaji says children also do not give freedom.
Everybody have to work for their own moksha. It cannot be got
through somebody.
3. Money also does not give moksha. Moksha cannot be attained
through wealth. Money cannot buy moksha (infinite) as money
itself is finite in nature.
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It is not karma, children or money that gives moksha but tyaga
(Vairagya or renunciation). Independence requires dropping all the
props (psychological props). We have to learn to drop the
emotional attachments.
Thyaga can be done in 2 ways –
1. Physical separation called sanyasa ashrama
2. Mental preparation that I am ready to lose anything at any
time as willed by God & asking for God’s support for this.
So wisdom & devotion are 2 methods of tyaga.
Through this tyaga alone very few have attained immortality
Brahmaji then gives the benefits (phalams) that one can enjoy with
Brahma Vidya. Through wisdom they merge into that
Brahman/Paramatma or the ultimate truth.
Naakam - Then Brahmaji gives the description of Brahman is given, It
is superior to even the heaven. It is beyond Brahma Loka. It is
beyond heavenly pleasure. Kam means pleasure and akam means
pain. Nākam = na + akam = no pain, which means pure pleasure
that represents svarga loka . If svarga is pure pleasure, why is
brahmātmā superior? Svarga is bound by time – when the puṇyas
are exhausted, the individual returns to the earth again into the
karma cycle. Does this mean Brahman is far away?
Brahman is not far away. It is close. It is in the heart of everyone.
Nihitam guhaye - In the heart it is in the form of sakshi chaitanyam
or the witness consciousness.
Vibrajathe – self effulgent, ever evident in the form of
consciousness.
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Yad Yatataha Visanti - That Brahman the seekers merge into. Thus
brahma Aikyam is the benefit of this knowledge. And Brahma
Aikyam is moksha.
Thus in the 2nd & 3rd mantra, Brahmaji taught direct means of
knowledge & supportive means of knowledge.
Brahmaji further states that this process of Vedanta – Sravanam –
Mananam - Nidhidhyasanam - moksha is not a short term process.
It is a lifelong committed pursuit & primary goal in life.
Generally these mantras (na karmana … & the next mantra) are
chanted to welcome sanyasi to remind him that he has renounced
everything for the sake of moksha & so not to get lost in any other
worldly pursuit.
KVU -05, verse 3-5
The student approached Brahmaji & asked for Brahma Vidya.
This itself indicates the maturity of the student, Aashvalaayana
Rishi. The student is very clear that liberation can be obtained only
through the knowledge of Brahman & that is Brahma Vidya & that
is why he didn’t ask for liberation.
According to the Upanishads even the student comes to listen to
the Vedanta, he must have one idea very clear and that is scriptural
study is not one of the optional methods of liberation but it is the
only means of getting knowledge & through knowledge getting
liberation. This much maturity the Upanishad expects from the
students.
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If knowledge is taken as one of the optional means of liberation
then our commitment will not be 100%. When you know that this is
the only means for liberation then you are 100% committed. Then
your approach will be one of absolute surrender to the Guru & the
shastras.
For Moksha the means is Brahma Vidya. For liberation, knowledge is
the only gateway. For gaining this knowledge (Jnanam) also there
is only one way & that is guru shastra Upadesha (Shraddha Bhakthi
Dhyana yoga)-Sravanam, Mananam & Nidhidhyasanam (Jnana
yoga).
Then Brahmaji, the teacher said, for the Jnana yoga to be fruitful,
the conditions also must be appropriate & that is
tyaga/Vairagya/renunciation. Renunciation is mental preparedness
to handover anything (possessions including our body-mind) back
to the Lord at any time. This attitude is called mamakara abhava &
ahankara abhava. This is internal sanyasa. This is Vairagyam or
tyaga.
Thus when Jnana yoga & Vairagya go hand in hand then Jnanam
will be produced. This leads to liberation.
JNANAM = VAIRAGYA (Sadhana Chatushtaya Sampatti) + JNANA
YOGA (Sravanam-Manana-Nididhyasana)
Now, Brahmaji points out that this process (Jnana Yoga) leading to
liberation is not done in one day. It is a lifelong dedicated pursuit.
Initially dharma, artha, kama pradhana is my life. Moksha is the last
priority. Gradually this priority changes. Moksha becomes the top
priority. Then, It should become the only burning desire. The
intensity for desire is measured by my preparedness to sacrifice.
This is Teevra Mumukshutvam.
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But this is a gradual process. A person has to go through stages. &
Brahmaji presents the stages a person has to go through in verse
4.
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VERSE 4 – THE STEPS OF SPIRITUAL
PROGRESS

This mantra is also generally chanted along with the previous
mantra welcoming a sanyasi.
This mantra is a consolidation of 2nd and 3rd mantras. In this mantra
the stages of spiritual progress are beautifully presented.
1st stage – Karma Yoga to achieve Shuddha Anthakarana
Yatayah – literally means sanyasi but in this context means people
who put forth effort in the right direction, commitment to graduate
from Karma Yoga to Jnana Yoga. This is the scriptural study
(swadhyaya) with clarity regarding the purpose of each Sadhana.
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Scriptures give you the route map of spiritual Sadhana, which tells
you that the right effort is karma yoga, which gives purity of the
mind (shuddha satva) followed by Upasana yoga which gives
concentration of the mind. Once we acquire these two yogas, the
mind is prepared. The right direction then is to undertake Jnana
Yoga and gain Jnanam and be free.
A traditional acharya will give the road map clearly. In the absence
of a Guru the road map is unclear.
Therefore the right effort is Karma Yoga. This will lead to Shuddha
Sattvam. Sattvam means mind. They will become purified in their
thinking, leading to dilution of raga-dvesha. One becomes a
cultured, dharmic person whose life is based on dharma
(Samskrata Purusha) and not based on one’s raga-dvesha (Prakrata
Purusha). We develop Nitya-anitya vastu viveka. That everything in
the world other than Brahman cannot give PHS. This much
maturity is called shuddha anthakarana.
There are 3 steps to neutralize Raga - Dveshas, REDD
1. REfinement of Raga Dveshas - by keeping them in alignment
with dharma. Develop natural liking to do whatever the
śastras encourage (and dislike to what the śastras
discourage)
2. Disempowerment of Raga Dveshas - Retaining my freewill
with regard to my actions as a kartā - This implies that I take
control of them through my freewill. Initially, I do things with
my freewill controlling the likes and dislikes, but as the habit
forms, the rāga-dveṣas begin to control my freewill. My body
and mind should at the command of my freewill. Develop
Iswara Arpana Buddhi.
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3. Disarmament of Raga Dveshas - Retaining my Equanimity as I
deal with various situations as a bhoktā . Generally, when a
situation is in agreement with my rāga- dveṣa , I like it as
favorable and accept it. When the situation is not in
alignment with my rāga-dveṣa, I resent it. Instead of me
controlling my reactions towards situations in life, my rāgadveṣas control them. Develop Iswara Prasada Buddhi.
2nd stage – Renunciation by Sanyasa Yoga
Once a person has led a life of activity for a length of time, the
mind gets maturity. Once you get that maturity then the purpose
for an active life is already served. An active life is not an eternal
aim of life. Once we become mature one has to withdraw and aim
towards higher goals of life. So there should be a reduction in
activity or renunciation of activity. This is called sanyasa yoga.
There should be internal or external renunciation for the purpose
of Vedanta Shraavana, Manana & Nidhidhyasanam. An extrovert
person should become introvert so that there is quality time for
scriptural study.
3rd stage - Vedanta Vignana sunishchitartha / Jeevatma Paramatma
Aikyam (Becoming Brahma Nista)
Having withdrawn from an active life we have to take to Vedanta
Shraavana, Manana & Nidhidhyasanam for a length of time. It is a
lifelong process because we are transforming our way at looking at
the world, God and ourselves. By committing to this process one
becomes Brahma nishta.
Vedanta Vignana means Vedanta Shastram – any scripture that
deals with self-knowledge.
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Vedanta Vignana artha – Artha means the central theme or the crux
or the essence of the Vedanta shastra & that is Brahma Satyam
Jagan Mitya Jivo Brahmiva na para, I am ever free; I am already that;
I am ever full.
Sunischitha – means that, that teaching has become a
conviction.
So Vedanta Vignana sunishchitartha means those people who have
got conviction regarding the central teaching of Vedanta Shastram
& that is jivatma-paramatma Aikyam – Jnana Nishta – this is the
culmination of spiritual Sadhana. This must be effortless.
With Jnana nishta you get jivan mukthi (4th Stage) (te paramrutha)
–such people are one with the supreme Brahman or absolute reality
and become immortal in this life itself. They will continue in this life
as free human beings. Life will become a leela or a sport for them.
Their life is full & self-adequate. When the prarabdha of the Jnani is
over, the Jnani’s body falls. The fall of a Jnani’s body is called
parantha kala (final death). Videha Mukti(5th Stage)- He is free
from rebirth. All his 3 bodies will resolve.
Brahma lokeshu parimucchanthi - Then, they merge into the
Brahman (Loka in this context means Consciousness of Brahman and
not Brahmaloka which is one of the 14 lokas)
Whatever the religion the final knowledge gained should be I am
full (poorna).
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VERSE 5 – PREPARATORY STEPS OF
MEDITATION

In the 5th, 6th, & 7th verse Brahmaji talks about dhyanam or
meditation. Kaivalya Upanishad does not talk about karma yoga
because it is assumed that the student has already gone through it
before coming to Kaivalya Upanishad. But in the end it mentions
that if you have not purified your mind through karma yoga then
do that before going further.
Dhyanam is of 2 types –
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1. Upasanam, Pre-Vedanta meditation (eka & Vishwaroopam)
serves to make one ready for Vedantic study, before Sravana
Manana
2. Nidhidhyasanam, Post – Vedanta meditation (aroopa) –
whatever I have studied I should be able to internalize after
Sravana Manana. It must reflect in every thought, every word
& deed.
KVU 06
The entire range of all the stages of Meditation are talked about in
the verses 5, 6 and 7.
Generally three stages of meditation are talked about
1. Eka roopa Eshwara dhyanam – Ista devata dhyanam,
meant for chitta shuddi - purity of mind and chitta
ekagrata - concentration of mind, to cleanse the mind &
reduce raga dveshas
2. Aneka roopa Eshwara dhyanam – Vishwaroopa Eshwara
Dhyanam, Ishwara is the karana, world is product, is
meant for chitta visaalata - expansion of the mind.
Ahankara & Mamakara get diluted and raga dveshas are
greatly reduced.
3. Aroopa Eshwara dhyanam, for Jnanam, where raga
dveshas are completely removed.
The first two stages come under Upasanam. Having practiced this
sufficiently one must enter Vedanta Vichara. Thus having practiced
Upasana Yoga (Eka / Aneka Eshwara dhyanam) one must approach
a competent Guru for Vedanta Vichara
(Shraavana/Manana/Nidhidhyasana) during which the Aroopa
Eshwara is revealed. Then one realizes that the Aroopa Eshwara is
not an object of meditation but the very meditator himself. Thus,
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Aroopa Eshwara dhyanam is nothing but meditation upon me –
meditation upon the meditator. Dvaitam to Advaitam.
Thus, Vedanta Vichara is an intermediary step between the Stages
2 and 3 of dhyanam.
Thus, there are 4 meditation steps in all.
1. Eka roopa Eshwara dhyanam - Upasanam
2. Aneka roopa Eshwara dhyanam - Upasanam
3. Vedanta Vichara - Sravanam Mananam
4. Aroopa Eshwara dhyanam - Nidhidhyasanam
In the verses 5, 6 and 7 peculiarly Brahmaji is mixing all the three
types of meditation. He discusses all the three dhyanam. We have
to choose which is suitable to us.
Before mentioning about the meditation proper the preparatory
steps are mentioned in the Verse 5.
The preparatory steps were presented in the Chapter 6 of the
Bhagavat Gita.
4 Bahiranga Sadhanani - General preparations for meditation
to be observed throughout day to day transactions, so that
emotional disturbances through the day, do not affect
meditation.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Samatvam
Self Effort Prayatna
Self Grace Atma Visvasa
Self Mastery

8 Antaranga Sadhanani Specific steps to be taken care of
immediately before meditation.
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1. Desha – Appropriate place, spiritually and physically
clean & in solitude.
2. Kala – Any time in which the mind is Sattvik, alert
vigilant mind. Early morning is generally Sattvik
3. Asana – A proper seat on which on can be seated. Not
on the floor. Not too hard too high or too low.
4. Sharira stithihi is Annamaya Kosa preparation – Physical
body (Steady and straight),
5. Indriya Nigraha - sense organs (withdrawn),
6. Prana Samyamya is Pranamaya Kosa preparation breathing (slow and smooth),
7. Manonigraha is Manomaya Kosa preparation - mind (a
sanyasi mind – no relationship with anything (PORT) in
world except three (Guru/shastra/Eshwara)) and
8. Vijnanamaya Kosa preparation - Intellect (convinced
about utility of meditation) must be in a meditation
friendly condition. Forget all Aparavidya and bring in the
scriptural teaching. Move from Triangular format to
Binary format.
These are also mentioned in the first 5 steps of the 8 steps in
Astanga Yoga
2 Bahiranga Sadhanani
1. Yama - avoid
a. Himsa,
b. Asatyam,
c. stēyam,
d. Abrahmacaryam,
e. Parigraham;
2. Niyama - do
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Soucham
Santosaha
Svadhyayaha
Tapaha
Ishwara Pranidanam

3 Antaranga Sadhanani
3. Asana - sitting posture
4. Pranayama - regulating breath
5. Pratyahara - withdrawing the wandering sense organs
In this Verse Vivikta dese ca means a secluded place or quiet places.
Suchihi means the place and the meditator must be clean. So,
preferably after bath with a clean dress. Kala and asana are not
talked about and must be supplied here. Mind should be free from
impurities.
Sukhasanasthah You can sit comfortable posture.
Sama griva sira shariara means in one straight line and steady from
the floor the neck head and body must be maintained. The posture
is mentioned here.
Sakalendriyani Nirudhya - All the sense organs must be withdrawn.
Withdrawal of eyes is indicated as looking at the tip of the nose
and but not thinking about the nose. The Karmendriyas must be at
rest.
The breathing regulation must be supplied here. It must be
smooth and even.
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Atya Ashramasthah - The highest ashrama, although in shastras is
sanyasa, here it means mental sanyasa – all kinds of attachments
are broken. Mentally renounce PORT - all relationships and
possessions during the period of meditation.
Bhaktya Svagurum Pranamya - Here there is one point mentioned
which is not mentioned in the sixth chapter of the Gita. Before you
start the meditation invoke your Guru with devotion and mentally
do namaskara to all the acharyas. Invoking the Guru brings all the
Shastras into the picture and Vedanta come into the mind.
2 ideas are unique to Kaivalya Upanishad
1. Becoming a sanyasi mentally
2. Guru Namaskara
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VERSE 6 – AROOPA & VISWAROOPA ISWARA DHYANAM

Further, one more stage of preparation, Antaranga Sadhana is
talked about in the first line. Then one must turn the attention to
the heart.
Vicintya - May you meditate or invoke or turn attention towards.
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Madhye - May we invoke in the heart situated in the middle of
the body, the mind.
Hrtpundarikam - Heart is compared to a lotus. According to
the sastra heart is the locus of the mind. Bhagavan is the
sakshi chaitanyam, witnessing the presence and absence of
thought in the mind, which is in the heart. Therefore heart is
the sanctum sanctorum, where we have to invoke the Lord.
In the mind we will invoke the eka roopa, aneka roopa and
aroopa Ishwara.
Like the lotus the mind has to be
Virajam - without restlessness, rajoguna rahitam
Vishuddam - without inertia, sleepy, tamoguna rahitam
Visadam - clear, Sattvaguna pradhana. Only a Karma Yogi
will find meditation possible because the mind can
become equanimous only through Karma yoga. I am
calm as a karta due to Ishwara Arpana Buddhi and I am
calm as a bhokta due to Ishwara Prasad Buddhi. Thus i
am calm all the time & calmness persists during
meditation, so meditation becomes effortless.
Vishokam - cheerful, only in a cheerful mind can a
creative and beautiful thing take place.
Now we enter into the meditation proper, focussing the mind on
the meditation. Flow to similar thoughts to the exclusion of
dissimilar thoughts is meditation. It is not a thoughtless state.
Similar thought is any thought connected to the object of the
meditation, anything is connection with the Lord. In Kaivalya
Upanishad the discussion is on Siva Dhyanam, meditation of Siva in
3 forms, eka, aneka and aroopa dhyanam. However Vedanta
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Sravanam Mananam must precede aroopa dhyanam. However,
these descriptions are not well categorized, so they will be
categorized appropriately. Although this verse describes 3 types of
meditation, these should be practiced only one at a time.
AROOPA ESHWARA
1. Acintyam – the un-objectifiable (by the mind),
incomprehensible, aprameya Eshwara. Meditate on
Isvara as the very Atma, Aroopa Iswara. Therefore this
meditation is Nidhidhyasanam
2. Avyaktam – the un-objectifiable (by the sense organs)
Eshwara, indriya agocharam.
3. Sivam – indicates Siva dhyanam, siva means the
auspicious one, here, it can indicate eka, aneka and
aroopa Eshwara.
4. Prashantam – totally tranquil, applicable to all three
forms
5. Amrutham – the eternal Eshwara
6. Brahma yonim – the Jagath karanam, the infinite
ultimate cause of the universe
7. Adi madhya anta vihinam – the one without beginning
middle or the end (spatially and time wise - all pervading
and eternal)
8. Ekam- the non-dual. If everything is Siva, then there
cannot be a second
9. Chindananda – which is of the nature of consciousness
poorna, pure happiness (Swami Param says, Nirvana
Shatakam borrows the lines form Kaivalya Upanishad)
10.
Aroopam – formless (includes asabdam, asparsam,
arasam & agandham also)
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11. Adhbutam – of the nature of the greatest wonder since
it is the subject which is myself.
ANEKA ROOPA ESHWARA
1. Anantaroopam – which is of infinite forms, vishwaroopa
2. Vibhum – the one who manifests as everything,
vishwaroopa. Sarvam Sivamayam Jagat. Siva alone is in
the form of Panca Bhutas.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Akasa Lingam in Chidambaram
Vayu Lingam in Kalahasthi
Agni Lingam in Thruvannamalai
Jala Lingam in Thurvanaikoil
Prithvi Lingam in Kanchipuram

Thus Aroopa and Aneka roopa Eshwara are hereby described. For
the uninitiated student, the eka roopa Eshwara is elucidated in the
next verse.
Ego become diluted in Viswarupa bhakti. There is more reverential
acceptance of events of creation. In Arupa bhakti ego is totally
removed. Graduating to Viswarupa and then Arupa bhakti is the
goal of every seeker since it will bring mental peace. However
many do not have maturity for VRB and ARB. Therefore eka rupa
iswara dhyanam is prescribed until we graduate to Viswa rupa
dhyanam
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VERSE 7 – EKA ROOPA ISWARA DHYANAM

For those who are not ready for aroopa and aneka roopa Eshwara
they can come down to eka roopa Eshwara dhyanam or Ista devata
dhyanam
EKA ROOPA ESHWARA DHYANAM
Lord Iswara is taken here as Uma Sahayam (The Lord who is along
with Goddess Uma - Parvati)(In Vedantic language Uma is Brahma
Vidya & Uma Sahayam is Brahma Vidya Acharya, Dakshinamurti).
He is described here as
1. Parameshwara, the highest Lord in the creation,
omnipotent.
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2. Prabhum is the one who is capable of doing
everything again meaning omnipotent. Prabhu means
maya shakti because of which Lord Siva is powerful
3. Trilochanam meaning having three eyes. The third eye
on forehead symbolizes knowledge. The two regular
eyes see dvaitam while the third eye symbolizes
advaitam. From a vishwaroopa viewpoint the three
eyes represent Surya(daylight) Chandra(moon light)
and Agni (the third eye)(light on the night of
amavasya).
4. Neelakanta means the blue necked one. Lord
swallowed the poison to save the world. It
symbolises the protector. It represents the blue sky
in the vishwaroopa perspective. The region beyond
the sky the head of the Lord. The stars and planets
are the Jewels worn by the Lord
5. Prashantam the Lord who is ever tranquil in a
meditative mood.
The benefits of such meditation are enumerated upon
here
Dhyatva Muni gacchati, the meditating sadaka will attain
the Lord himself. Some more descriptions of the Lord are
given here.
1. Bhutayoni – the Jagath Karana Eshwara
2. Samastasakshi - the witness of this universe. The all
pervading Atma reveals all the 14 lokas. Here arupa
Iswara is illustrated.
3. Tamasa Parastat – which is beyond darkness of
avidya and maya. Beyond means unaffected by, just
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as space is beyond objects or movie screen is
beyond characters. Asangaha.
KVU 08

Thus, the teacher Brahmaji talks about three levels of meditation.
One has to go through all the three levels. One has to choose the
right level as per his preparation.
At eka and aneka roopa there is dvaitam. The Lord is an object of
meditation. However, after Vedanta Vichara, under a competent
Guru (Sravanam Mananam) when one meditates upon the aroopa
Eshwara (Nidhidhyasanam) there is Advaitam and the meditator
now meditates upon himself. The meditator is the meditated.
Thus the Levels are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Eka roopa Eshwara dhyanam
Aneka roopa Eshwara Dhyanam
Vedanta Vichara – Sravanam
Vedanta Vichara – Mananam
Aroopa Eshwara Dhyanam or Nidhidhyasanam or niguna
brahma dhyanam or abedhadhyanam, atma dhyanam or
aikyadhyanam

A person who goes through all the five levels successfully is
liberated. Brahma Prapthihi is attained. This is moksha.
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VERSE 8 NATURE OF BRAHMAN FOR NIDHIDHYASANAM - ONE (AROOPA)
BRAHMAN MANY NAMA RUPA

Nature of Brahmavidya is brahma satyam jagan mithyā jīvo
brahmaiva na paraḥ . Brahman, the nirguṇa caitanyam is the only
true substance. That Brahman is none other than myself.
Nirgunam alone is satyam, everything saguna is mithya. Sagunam
consists of 3 things.
1. Sattva pradhāna saguṇa padārtha - Saguna Ishwara = Maya +
RC
2. Rajaḥ pradhāna saguṇa padārtha - Saguna Jiva = StS +SuS +
RC
3. Tamaḥ pradhāna saguṇa padārtha - Saguna Jagat = StP +SuP
+ RC
When one comes to final stage of meditation, aroopa Eshwara is
identical with the meditator himself. Aroopa Eshwara is called
Brahman and meditator the Atma. Thus in the final stage of
mediation the Brahman and the Atma both are one and the same.
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That Brahma atma is called Paramatma. This Paramatma is
described in these two verses. The Paramatma, the aroopa Eshwara
assumes all the forms with many names due to peculiar maya Shakti.
Saha Brahma – Brahman alone with nama rupa appears as
caturmukha brahma
Saha Vishnu – the same Brahman with nama rupa assumes
the form of Vishnu.
Saha Shiva – the same Brahman with nama rupa assumes the
form of Shiva.
Only with nama rupa the Brahma Vishnu Siva do their
functions of creation, sustenance and resolution. Nirguna
Brahman without form cannot do any function. Brahmāji uses
rajoguṇa of māyā for sr̥iṣṭi , Viṣṇu uses the sattva guṇa of māyā
for sthiti and Śiva uses the tamoguṇa of māyā for layam
(resolution). One Brahman uses all the three guṇas .
Thus all the three deities are one. And, our aim must be to
travel from formed deity to the destination of the formless
one.
Real transformation is transcending form. But, this requires
extremely subtle mind. Until then devotion to God with form
is needed.
Saha Indra – even that Indra is Brahman.
Sah Prana – Nirguna Brahman with name and form is
Pranaha, in this context total or samasti prana or
Hiranyagarbha
Sah Kala – Brahman with name and form is Kalatatvam
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Sah Agni –Brahman with name and form is Agnitatvam
Chandrama – Brahman with name and form manifests a
moon
In short all the devatas are different vesam of one nirguna
Brahman. And that Brahman is me. The devatās are the
sopādhika svarūpams of one and the same Brahman. If the
veṣams are removed, the real nature of Brahman is revealed
as nirupādhika Brahman. If all these forms are incidentally
assumed by Brahman what is the original nature of Brahman?
That paramatma is
Aksharaha – the one with a changeless form, the one who has
transcended form. It is eternal
Paramaha – the absolute principle which cannot be
described.
Svarat – One who is a Self-effulgent consciousness principle.
Matter alone has form. Consciousness is formless.
That alone is reality and that Brahman I am. When everything
is understood as Brahman, the culmination is “I am the all Brahman”. “I’ is neither the body nor the mind nor the
blankness obtained in the meditation but the witnessing
consciousness which enlivens all.
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VERSE 9 NATURE OF BRAHMAN FOR NIDHIDHYASANAM - EVERYTHING IS
BRAHMAN WITH NAMA RUPA. BENEFIT OF JNANAM IS MOKSHA

The teacher enumerates a few devatas in the last verse. So we may
get a doubt what about the other devas. To avoid a problem the
teacher here takes a shortcut. Instead of enumerating everything,
the teacher says everything belonging to the past, present and
future is Brahman.
Therefore he says
Saha Eva Sarvam – Saha means Brahman. The Aroopa Eshwara
alone is everything, past, present & future.
Bhutam – means Belonging to the past
Bhavyam – means belonging to the future
Cha – means belonging to the present.
Therefore Brahman is Sanatana, eternal (timeless / beyond time).
What undergoes change is the superficial Nama (name) and roopa
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(form), but the essential substance continues. The waves may
change but water essentially remains.
By knowing that Brahman what is the benefit we get?
By knowing that Brahman as myself (Aham Brahmasmi knowing)
one crosses over mortality. It is the crossing over the fear of death,
which is a fundamental insecurity due to which we cling to various
things relationships in life.
As long as the wave in the ocean looks upon itself as a mere wave
it is mortal, when it reaches the shore it dies. The wave can never
be made immortal. It necessarily needs to have a beginning and an
end. However, the understanding by the wave that its incidental
nature is its waviness and its true nature is water brings about a
transformational change making it immortal. The arrival and
departure of the wave form is accepted with knowledge that the
true substance, the water is immortal.
We are not human beings with an incidental spiritual experience but
we are spiritual beings with an incidental human experience. The
understanding that we are human beings incidentally with a Nama
roopa, which will end someday, but “I” the witnessing consciousness
will never end, remain eternally, will make me immortal.
Insecurity can go away only by knowledge.
Therefore the teacher says –
Jnatva – knowing that brahman (as myself - claiming as myself is
given in next shloka)
Mrtyumatyeti – fearlessness (of death) one attains.
Anatma is a vyavaharika satyam - we should accept it as it is. We are
only contributors to the well being of our anātmā , but not the
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controller. If mokṣa is to get absolute control over anātmā , we will
never get mokṣa. To deal with it, let ahaṅkāra go - remembering
that I am not the ahaṅkāra . Neighborize the ahaṅkāra . Learn to
look at the ahaṅkāra as a neighbor. We will sympathize with a
neighbor’s problem and we will also give our help, but the problem
will not deeply affect our heart because it not our problem, but it
is the neighbor’s
But, Jnana Marga is extremely tough.
So is there an alternative? What is the solution?
Skipping Jnana Marga and taking to Bhakti or Karma Yoga is not a
solution according to Scriptures.
Here the teacher says –
Anya Pantha Vimuktaya – there is no other way for freedom. Thus
there is only one Marga the Jnana Marga. There are no other
simpler methods. Purification may have many paths but Jnanam has
only one path.
The solution is not skipping Jnana Marga but making it easier. We
have to make ourselves more prepared for the teaching. Follow
Karma Yoga Upasana Yoga make yourself fit for Jnana Marga and
be free – this is the teaching of the Scriptures.
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VERSE 10 NATURE OF BRAHMAN FOR NIDHIDHYASANAM - JNANA MARGA
IS THE ONLY WAY

The wise person enjoys this wisdom.
Paramam Brahma Sampasyam - By Clearly “seeing” ,
understanding, without any doubts, the absolute nirguna Brahman
as the only reality
Paramam Brahman Yati – Such a knower of Brahman becomes
Brahman. He understands that until now the division between me
and Brahman that was thought of by me is a myth. Knowledge does
not make me one with bramhan but it tells me that it is a
misconception that ‘I” am not Brahman. Aikyam is dropping the
notion of bheda. Dropping the notion of division is THE attainment
of Abheda the merger. There is no other merger other than
dropping the notion of bheda the division. (Swami
Paramarthananda says read Paramam Brahman twice)
Nanyena hituna – Means there no means other than dropping this
notion by means of Jnanam. This is to emphasize again that Karma
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and Bhakti give moksha ONLY through Jnanam alone. Just like
Light removes the darkness, Jnanam removes the inner darkness
of ignorance. Thus traditionally, whenever we light the deepam we
must remind ourselves that we must attain to Jnanam before we
leave this world.
What is the vision of this wise person?
The teacher describes that here –
(Atma is Karanam - cause, Jagat Karanam - effect. Then,
Cause can be seen as the very essence of effect & since the effect
does not exist independent of cause, cause can be seen as the very
substratum pervading the effect)

Sarva bhutastam atmanam - He appreciates that Brahman is
available as Atma in every being as the very essence. All the living
beings are threaded with this Consciousness. He appreciates the
atma as the inherent principle the antaryami tatvam. Thus initially
we understand, atma is in everything. In and through the action of
every living being, may you not miss the thread of consciousness.
Sarva Bhutani ca Atmani - Then we understand that there is no
individual Atmas in many bodies, but, there is one Brahmatma,
ekatma which is substratum of everything, which I should claim as I
am. Thus everything is in atma, which I am. Atma is one indivisible
all-pervading substratum which supports everything.
An example is Space. There is space within all the rooms of
the temples. However, all the rooms and the temple are in
space. Everything is contained within space.
KVU 08
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Does this mean that Karma Yoga and Upasana Yoga are of no use?
Karma Yoga and Upasana Yoga do not give Jnanam / Moksha.
However, they are essential for getting Jnana Yogyatha. Here in lies
their use. Various forms of Karma Yoga, rituals and service help in
purification of the mind.
A temple may have many doors but only one door leads to the
deity. Similarly having purified the mind with several methods the
only way forward to liberation is by Jnanam by Sravana / Manana /
Nidhidhyasanam.
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VERSE 11 SRAVANA MANANA WITH ARANI MATHANAM WITH
PRANAVA

Upto Verse 10 Prajapathi the acharya discussed the following topics
1. Brahma Vidya Sadhanani
a. Sakshat Sadhanani
b. Sahakari Sadhanani
2. Saguna (Eka Aneka) & Nirguna (Arupa) Iswara Dhyanam
3. Brahma Vidya Swaroopam. One Brahman alone manifests as
Vyavaharika Jiva Jagar Iswara due to Maya. When Maya is
negated everything resolves into Nirguna Brahman, which I
claim as myself. This is described by Brahma Satyam Jagan
Mitya, Jiva Brahmaiva Na Parah.
4. Brahma Vidya Phalam - The phalam is mokṣa from saṁsara .
The problems of saṁsāra are caused by our attribution of
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satyatvam (reality) to mithyā . While mithyā by itself is
harmless, we give it the power to hurt us by attributing
satyatvam to it. Mokṣa is not the physical elimination of
mithya prapañca or escaping from it, but it is the
understanding mithyā as mithyā .With this freedom from the
tyranny of mithya prapañca , the world is no longer a burden
and the life becomes a blessing. It is a blessing because only
when I am alive, I can claim the glory that I am the content –
sarva bhūtastham ātmānam. The ācārya also said that
Brahmavidyā is the only means for liberation
Nidhidhyasanam is focussed earlier.
Now, the central teaching of Kaivalya Upanishad begins, with
introduction of Vedanta Vichara. Verse 11 to 22, the Upanishad
discusses how to do Vedanta vichara / self enquiry / mahavakya
vichara with help of Vedanta pramanam and acharya.
In the following verses Sravana and Manana are dealt with.
Normally the order is Sravana Manana Nididhyasana. But, here it is
reversed. Atma Vichara follows Shastra Vichara.
If we want to see our face we need a mirror. Darpana darshanam =
Mukha darshanam. Similarly, Shastram is the darpanam for the
Atma. To look into the self we need to look into the Shastra.
Shastra alone is presented as Sravana Manana.
In every Upanishad, the pursuit to the self or self-enquiry is
presented through a model of Jeevatma Paramatma Aikyam. In
Mundaka it was the archery example (Jivatma is the arrow,
paramatma the goal and the Shastra is the bow). In Kathopanishad
Ratha kalpana is the example (Jivatma is travelling in a Ratha and
destination is Paramatma). A similar analogy will be given in this
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Upanishad too. Lower arani is Jeevatma, upper arani is shastram,
arani mathanam is sravanam which will produce Jnanam,
Paramatma.
Here, the Jnanam or self-knowledge is compared to Agni, fire. In our
scriptures knowledge is often compared to light. A similar example
occurs in the Bhagavat Gita. Lighting the lamp is a tradition. Lamp
represents knowledge which is our ultimate goal.
Why is there such a comparison? What is the common feature
between Jnanam and Agni?
1. DAHA SHAKTI - Destroying power, Agni
removes/destroys the darkness over something which
is very much existent. When an existent thing is covered
it is as good as non-existent, made so by darkness. So,
whatever be the benefit of the thing is not derived.
Thus Agni makes the seemingly non-existent object
come to existence. In the same way Ignorance covers
the self which exists. Because it is covered, we lose the
benefit of the atma (HPS). Therefore we need the lamp
of knowledge to remove the ignorance and make
available the benefits of Atma. Once ignorance is
destroyed the Atma comes into existence ‘as though’.
Once we discover HPS in our own swaroopam, all our
struggles in life for HPS end. The Karmas are destroyed.
The Samsara is destroyed by the fire of knowledge.
2. PRAKASA SHAKTI - Illumining power, Agni
illumines/reveals objects which were covered by
darkness. Similarly Knowledge is also capable of
illuminating new facts which existed but were not
known.
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In this mantra the fire and knowledge are compared for their
ability to destruct firewood or samsara. The Upanishad says there
is some commonness in the production of fire and knowledge.
The Upanishad talks about the production of the sacred fire in a
Yajna. Sravanam is likened to the process of kindling the fire for
performing a Yaga. They do not use a matchbox to light fire.
Instead a method called Arani Mathanam is used. Two logs of
wood, Adho (lower-on the floor) arani (made of Ashwatha vriksha)
and Uttara (upper) arani (made of Sami vriksha) are used. The lower
wood has a depression or a hole, a pit or a scoop into which the
upper wood which is in the shape of a rod is put and churned.
During the churning the upper arani moves while the lower one is
stationary. A friction is produced. Due to friction sparks are
generated. Dry coconut cover then catches fire when they are
brought in contact of fire. Similarly a churning of Sravanam is
required to generate the fire of knowledge.
The Upanishad says the mind of the student is the lower arani. This
has to be steady. A wandering mind will not work. The upper arani
is Shastras represented as Omkara. The churning is the analysis and
the arriving at of the meaning of the Upanishad by the student Sravanam. The Guru helps in Sravanam. Out of this successful
churning the spark of knowledge is produced.
Atmanam arani – Atma here means the mind. The nature of the
lower arani is that it must be dry (detachment/ Vairagyam is the
dryness of the mind) and also steady (it must be available for
Vedanta). This indicates that there is Chitta Shuddi.
Pranavamcha Uttara Aranim – Pranava means Omkara or
mahavakya or an appropriate Upanishad mantra.
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Akāra of oṁkāra (AUM) is equated to viśva ( jāgrat avasthā )
Ukāra is equated to taijasa ( svapna avasthā ) and
Makāra is equated to prājña ( suṣupti avasthā ).
After introducing viśva, taijasa and prājña – akāra, ukāra and
makāra –the Upaniṣad negates all of them. Viśva, taijasa and
prājña are resolved when one disidentifies from jāgrat ,
svapna and suṣupti and claims himself as avasthātraya sākṣī .
What is left behind is silence - awareness. Through oṁkāra
vicāra , avasthātraya sākṣī is revealed as silence - awareness.

Nirmathana Abhyasa – Means, Churning / Analysis / Self-enquiry is
to be done repeatedly, consistently for a long period of time.
Jnana - Due to this Jnanam arises. This is symbolized here as the
spark. Nirmathanam consists of analyzing the mahāvākya,
separating the literal meaning ( vācyārtha ) from the intended
meaning ( lakṣyārtha ) and taking the latter to reveal the pure
Consciousness.
Śravaṇam light lit by the Guru can only kindle a feeble flame. When
the Vedāntic knowledge is feeble, a small family problem may put
out the flame. Therefore, the feeble flame should be nourished
into a huge conflagration by mananam - developing conviction in
the teaching followed by nididhyāsanam, when the crucial process
by which we change our mindset. The mindset conversion means
that the triangular format must be converted to the binary format.
Once the flame becomes a conflagration, it will spread like forest
fire and you no longer have to worry about protecting it. Anything
that comes in its way will be destroyed.
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śravaṇam , guru plays a prominent role and in mananam, he plays
a limited role. However, nididhyāsanam is the complete
responsibility of the śiṣya alone; the guru cannot help
Once that knowledge arises sisya becomes panditaha (Jnana Nista).
Pandaa means Atma Jnanam itaha means here. So panditaha is a
self-realized person, a possessor of knowledge.
Pasam Dahati - He burns down all oblation materials, obstructions
to wisdom, offered,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Avidya is offered first then,
Ahankara
Mamakara
Kartrtvam
Bhoktrtvam
Sanchita Agami Prarabdha karmas - shackles of bondage.
The triangular format is offered in the fire of knowledge

All these things together are called Pasah or bondage.
Thus through the example two ideas are conveyed
1. Just as fire is produced by churning, knowledge is
produced by shastra vichara
2. Just as the produced fire burns down all the fuel,
the produced knowledge burns down all the
bondage.
Mantras 12 to 22 consist of Mahavakyams.
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VERSE 12 WRONG IDENTITY IN JAGRAT AVASTHA, IDENTIFYING WITH RC
INSTEAD OF OC

In the Vedānta, this creation is often compared to a dream because
of 4 similarities between jāgrat prapañca & svapna prapañca and .
When we use the expression, “he is like a pillar”, we do not
intend to convey that he is inert, motionless. We try to
convey the idea that just as a pillar, this person plays such an
important role, entire organization is supported. We highlight
the supporting role, but not the other differences because
they are irrelevant for understanding. Similarly, we focus on
the similarities between jāgrat and svapna to understand
jāgrat prapañca clearly as mithyā.
Error in Svapna Avastha
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1. When I am under the spell of nidrā, I, the waker project a
dream through the vikṣepa śakti. The dream world is created
out my vāsanās.
2. I then enter the dream world that I have created and activate
the āvraṇa śakti
3. The dreamness of the dream is concealed because of the
āvaraṇa śakti and the dream is given a higher reality. My
creatorhood is concealed and I claim the status of the created
4. I then suffer in the dream because dreamness is concealed
and it looks as real as jāgrat prapañca . Thus, I empower the
svapna to hurt me; this stage converts svapna into saṁsāra.
The only solution to this problem is waking up.
The Vedānta says that the same thing happens to the jāgrat
prapañca also.
Error in Jagrat Avastha
1. I, as Brahman is free from saṁsāra. When I come under the
spell of māyā (mahā nidrā), mahā vikṣepa śakti becomes active.
It then projects a mahā svapna called jāgrat prapañca .
2. I enter this jāgrat prapañca, then I activate avarana shakti
3. identify with the body in this mahā svapna . The āvaraṇa
śakti conceals the fact that I am the creator of the mahā
svapna . I claim the status of the created
4. Then, the mahā svapna is misunderstood as real. Thus, I give it
the capacity to burden me. The Solution to this problem is to
wake up to Jnanam
Instead of liberating me, every aspect of Jagrat avastha, including
religion becomes a cause of fear. This fear is primarily due losing
sight of the main teaching of the religion and adhering to the
mistaken symbolic messages.
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A sample on how to conduct enquiry with the help of Shastra is
given here. This topic continues from Verse 12 to 22.
The consciousness principle discussed in mantra 6 is only one:
Ekam chaitanyam. This all-pervading consciousness is Atma. Even
though Atma is one, when this consciousness manifests in any
medium, it, as though takes the attributes of that medium.
When Atma manifests in our body or mind - the inferior medium,
then the Atma appears as Jeevatma. When the very same Atma is
reflecting through a superior medium then the very same Atma gets
the status of Paramatma.
Consciousness itself is neither inferior nor superior although the
adjectives Jeevatma and Paramatma differ, same way as water
when associated with wave is its effect, but when associated with
the ocean is its cause.
Hence, instead of identifying with the inferior medium, which is our
body, we must identify with the original consciousness and learn
to own up the consciousness as myself.
Don’t be RC but be OC.
Sa Eva Atma - I am the very same Paramatma. The original
consciousness when trapped, as it were, in the body mind complex,
is, as though, deluded by Maya, instead of thinking “I am in the
body, will think I am the body”. Thus I believe I am the Jeevatma.
Maya Parimohita - under the spell of / deluded by maha nidra called
Maya, as though
Shariram Astaya – I identify with the shariram, as though. Then
avarana shakti is triggered, so I forget my Paramatma status and
identify with the Jivatma status.
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Sarvam Karoti – I do all kinds of Karma, becomes a kartha & bhokta
having forgotten the Paramatma status (The transactions are
described in next line)
Sa Eva - I Paramatma in Jeevatma vesam
Vichitra Bhogaihi Jagrat Paritripti meti - go through varieties of
bhogas, experiences to gets temporary satisfaction. The three
experiences are with
Stri, wife (indicates all the living relationships);
Annam,
Pani, drink etc (these two indicate all non-living relationships).
We not only experience these as the waker (jagrat) and register
them; we continue the experience in dream (swapna) and sleeping
(nidra) state. In short, Jeevatma goes through avasta thriam.
The first avasthā called mahā svapna or Jagrat Avastha
Remaining in mahā svapna, the jivātmā creates the second
avastha, Svapna Avastha – a dream within a dream – our
regular dream called alpa svapna . This is described in the next
verse.
The Jeevatma goes through this entire struggle since he does not
understand the he is OC and identifies himself with RC.
KVU 09
Normally Karma Yoga is presented and then Jnana Yoga. However,
in Gita Krishna reverses the order in the second chapter. Here
Brahmaji teaches nidhidhyasana, first and then Sravana and
Manana. This is the approach of an optimistic teacher who starts
at a higher level assuming that the student is prepared.
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Thus Brahmaji came to the topic of Sravana Mananam by giving
the Arani mathana drishtantha. The example is of churning the
Arani for generating the fire.
Essential oneness in jeevatma and paramatma is atma. Atma is the
common denominator between Jeevatma and Paramatma.
Superficial deference is contributed by the Upadhi, or reflecting
medium, RM, that manifests it. Thus they are called
“AupadhikaBheda” means incidental differences caused by
Upadhi. We are taking two diagonally opposite Upadhi. One is
called Vystiupadhi (micro-Upadhi) which is “avidhya”and the other
is called Samashtiupadhi (macro-Upadhi) which is “maya” in
tattvabodha.
This is being explained. First the Veshti or MicroUpadi is explained.
When the Sharira trayam comes the same atma becomes jeevatma
and has all the sufferings of samsari (the creator of the dream has
become the creature in the dream).This Upadhi is rajoguna and
tamoguna pradhana. This is called avasta traya anubhava which the
Jeevatma undergoes. Jeeva is a slave of the Upadi and is helpless.
The macro Upadhi on other hand is satvaguna pradhana. Eshwara is
a master of the Upadi. He is the swami of the Upadi (example:
Jailor and prisoner, both are living in the same place)
Thus the same OC when it manifests in the Jeevatma is confused by
the Maya and instead of using the body as an instrument we
helplessly identify with the body, become obsessed with the body
and become carried away by the body. Once we become the
physicalized individual the localized individual instead of the
formless Brahman the struggle of samsara begin. We become a
Bhokta and end up in a mess (mess which can be used as eatery or
also trouble).
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VERSE 13 WRONG IDENTITY IN SVAPNA &
SUSUPTI AVASTHA

Sa Jivaha – That Jeevatma (paramatma expressing through the
microupadhi)
Svapne – During dream, under the spell of Alpa nidra (regular sleep)
enters alpa swapna (Prathibasika prapanca)
Sukha Dukha Bhokta becomes experiencer of pain and pleasure.
The vasanas dictate the nature of the dream
Kalpita Jiva loka - In the subjective world projected by himself
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Swamaayaya - by his own maya - alpa nidra shakti
Svapna becomes a burden since it is not understood as svapna in
svapna. The moment I wake up I know it is not real. Similarly the
moment I know that jagrat prapanca is a maha svapna I am
relieved of the burden of samsara. In Vedanta this is called Jagan
Mithyatva Nischaya.
We are given a brief respite from false burden of samsara due to
maha nidra and svapna due to alpa nidra during susupti, when
Vikshepa shakti is not active.
Sushuptikale - In the state of deep sleep, when vikshepa shakti of
both maha nidra and alpa nidra are not operational, no internal or
external universe are projected.
Sakale viline - When Jagrat and swapna Prapancha are resolved,
(vilina means they don’t get destroyed but they go to an unmanifest condition) (laya when Jeevatma resolves the two
Prapancha and Pralaya when Paramatma resolves the two),
Tamobhibhuta - He is overcome by the darkness of ignorance, and
attains the nature of total ignorance without Apara or Paravidya.
Sukharupam eti - In susupti I abide in atma swaroopam without
knowing it. When susupti is over, vikshepa and avarana shakti
again take over. This is of the nature of happiness.
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VERSE 14 WRONG IDENTIFICATION CAUSES NEVER ENDING TRAP IN 3
CITIES. BUT, I ALONE AM SRISTI STITHI LAYA KARANAM OF ALL MAHAVAKYAM

The respite from maha svapna and alpa svapna in the form of
susupti is very brief - again he wakes up.
Sleep is not permanent. Even death is not permanent. The
Jeevatma wakes up, either to the same body in dream state and
another body after death. What determines the waking up? Who is
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responsible for the waking up? This is described beautifully in the
Upanishads.
The punya papam can be exhausted only through experiences
(Punyam by Sukha anubhava and papam through Dukha
anubhava). In sleep one cannot exhaust the karmas since deha
abhimana is not there. Thus once the karmas manifest one has to
move from Sushupti state to Jagrat avasta or swapna avasta. Thus
the karma pushes the jeevatma to Jagrat or Swapna avasta.
Punah Ca - Once again
Sa eva jeeva – the very same sleeping Jeevatma who is none other
than OC, that Jeevatma caught up in micro upadhi does one of the
two things. Go to Swapna or Jagrat avasta to exhaust the punya
papa.
Svapithi – Enters alpa swapnam, goes to Swapna Prapancha. So the
sleeper awakes to swapna Prapancha which is also called as partial
waking up. This is the Jeeva shristi ‘channel’ – the subjective
world.
Prabudhha – Or he wakes up to maha svapna, goes to Jagrat
Prapancha. This is the Eshwara shristi ‘channel’ or the objective
world. What decides which svapna to enter and when?
Janma antara karmayogät – the previous karmas, purva karmas or
prarabdha karmas decides this
Then, one again goes to sleep or Sushupti only to wake up to one
of the two worlds. Jagrat > Swapna > Sushupti > Marana is the
cycle. This is a beginning less cyclic process. It will never end in its
natural process. The only way to end it is by gaining Jnanam.
Thus, the teacher concludes this micro operation discussion.
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Jeeva Pura traye kridati – the Jeeva thus sports in the three
avasthas of sleep - wakefulness -dream. The 3 purams, cities.
There are 2 important differences between Jagrat & Svapna
1. In Alpa Svapna / Svapna waking happens naturally, but, in
Maha svapna / Jagrat waking up requires effort of Karma Yoga
and Jnana Yoga.
2. While waking up from Alpa Svapna both vikshepa and avarana
shakti disappear, but, while waking up form Maha svapna
through Atma Jnanam, the avarana shakti alone goes away,
vikshepa shakti remains. The Jnani continues to experience the
world till his physical death, but as mithyatva nichaya (world
is falsified). This is Jeevan Mukti, I understand Maha svapna
as Maha svapna, I no longer consider myself as the created. I
understand myself as the creator.

The teacher now suddenly shifts from microupadhi to macroupadhi.
To show that the atma is the same only the vesha changes. With
macro upadhi the very same atma is called the Paramatma, the
Karanam. Due to micro upadhi the very same atma is called
Jeevatma the Karyam. If both Upadhi are removed both the status
(karyam /karanam) are gone. What remains is the attribute less
(karya karana vilakshana) atma. It is Nirgunam.
Tatha tu - From that very same Jeevatma who is none other than
Paramatma
Sakalam Vichitram Jatam - the entire manifold universe of Alpa /
Maha svapnas are born. The moment I come out of the spell of
Maha nidra I become a Jnani the Maha waker
Jeeva Pura traye kridati is tvam pada laksyartha
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Tatah tu Jatam sakalam vicitram is tat pada aikya
This jeevatma alone is paramatha.
I alone come out of maha nidra as paramatma.
Adharam - I the Paramatma am the visvadharam. I am the all
pervading existence consciousness, the millions of galaxies are just
Maha svapnas in me.
Anandam – I the Paramatma am ananda swaroopam. It means
Anantam. It is not experiential pleasure which happens fleetingly
in one’s mind. Anandam being of the nature of anantam is fullness,
lacking nothing, never deficient, never wanting, never inadequate.
Akhandabodham - I the Paramata am the undivided consciousness.
Yasmin yati layam pura trayam ca - The three puras Jagrat - svapna
- susupti resolve into me the Paramatma.
When I am in the dream, I am a creature in the dream. When I
wake up, the whole thing is reversed. Instead of saying that I am in
svapna prapañca, I say that svapna prapañca is in me. Similarly
when the spiritual awakening takes place, I don’t say I am in jāgrat
prapañca , but I say that the entire jāgrat prapañca is in me.
I am the sriṣṭi, sthiti and laya kāraṇam expressed by the terms in the
verse – tatastu jātam , ādhāram and yasmin puratrayam layam yāti.
The Upaniṣad defines Brahman as sriṣṭi, sthiti and laya kāraṇam .
Equating the two statement, we get the mahāvākyam : I am
Brahman, the jagat kāraṇam
Thus the conscious ness part in ‘me’ and the God are the same.
This is a Mahavakyam. Thus this Verse is a Mahavakyam. The first
part talks about Jeevatma and the later part the Paramatma and
their Aikyam
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VERSE15 I AM THE MATERIAL CAUSE OF ALL - VYASTI & SAMASTI MAHAVAKYAM

Etasmat Jayate - From the very same jeevatma, now obtaining in
the Macro Upadhi, known as Paramatma is born the whole
creation. The Paramatma becomes the Jagat Karanam. Thus the
following are born.
Pranaha – Pancha Prana
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Prana - Power behind respiration
Apana - Evacuation
Vyana - Circulation
Udana - Reversal
Samana - Digestion
Manaha – the 4antakarnam

1.
2.
3.
4.

Manaha - mind
Buddhi - intellect
Cittam - memory
Ahankara - I thought
Sarva indriyani – All the ten sense organs -

1. five Jnanendriyas and
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2. five karmendriyas.
The pancabhutas (sukshma and stoola)
Kham - Space
Vayuhu - Air
Jyothihi – Fire
Apaha - Water
Prthvi – Earth. This is emphasized here. Visvasya dharini the
mother earth who is supporter of all things and beings.
Thus the first line deals with the creation of the individual and the
second line with the creation itself (The micro and the macro
shristi)
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VERSE16 I ALONE AM THE EFFICIENT CAUSE OF ALL - MAHAVAKYAM

Now we will get a series of Mahavakyam. The Kaivalya Upanishad is
famous for these. Having prepared the ground the teacher says
thus;
That Jagat karanam (Cause) Brahma is none other than the Karya
(Effect) Jeevatma. We may initially resist this statement saying
“how could the cause and effect be the same, given that there is a
difference?”
The principle of an equation:
If two things are evidently equal there is no need for an
equation (8 = 8). If two things are evidently unequal, we
cannot write an equation (8 = 7). When is an equation
possible then? It is needed when they are not evidently equal
but essentially equal. That is when they are superficially
unequal but essentially equal (3+5 = 9-1). In the example
given the numerical are completely different, so are the
mathematical signs, visually. Yet there is essential equality or
‘oneness’ when one uses his Jnana chakshuhu, the mind.
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Therefore an equation is required when there is a seeming
difference but essential oneness.
In the Karana Paramatma and the Karana Prapancha there is a
seeming difference but an essential oneness. This is called
Mahavakyam
First the Paramatma description is given.
Yatparam brahma sarvätmä – The Paramatma with the macro
upadhi is called the Karana atma, Sarvatma - the inner essence of
creation as sat & cit and the Param brahma the infinite Bramhan the Jagat Karana Brahma / the supreme causal Brahman
Visvasya Yatanam Mahat – Is not only the creator but the sustainer
and the supporter and therefore the infinite substratum of the
universe.
Nityam – Eternal. Space is understood as the gap between two
things. Concept of space requires duality. When duality resolves,
space also resolves. Similarly time is always understood as a gap
between two events. If duality goes away, the events go away and
then time ceases to exist. In deep sleep state, duality of objects
and events do not exist and therefore, space and time are
resolved, but, the timeless and spaceless caitanyam continues.
Nityam means timeless and spaceless.
Sükñmätsükñmatara – that which is subtler than the subtlest. More
the attributes or gunas less is the subtlety.
Of the 5 elements 1. pr̥thivī (the earth) is the grossest (least subtle) because it has
all the five properties ( guṇas ) – śabda, sparśa, rūpa , rasa
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2.

3.

4.
5.

and gandha ( pañca indriya grāhyam - can be grasped by all
five sense organs).
Jalam (water) is subtler than pr̥ thivī because it has only four
guṇas – it does not have smell or gandha . It is catur indriya
grāhyam .
Agni is subtler than jalam because it has only three guṇas - in
addition to smell, it lacks taste ( rasam ) and therefore, it triindriya grāhyam .
Vāyu has only two guṇas – it does not have form ( rūpa ).
Thus, it is dvi-indriya grāhyam
Space or ākāśa is the subtlest because, it cannot even be felt
by touch. It has only one property, which is sound ( śabda
mātra guṇam ). It can be grasped only by one indriya , the ear
( śrotrendriyam ). It is eka-indriya grāhyam . Thus, ākāśa is the
most difficult to understand because it can only be heard –
not in the general form, but ākāśa’s śabda becomes manifest
through speech or any instrument.

Brahman does not have a single guṇa - aśabdam, asparsham,
arūpam, arasam and agandham . It is subtler than the subtlest
ākāśa . Therefore it is pañca indriya agrāhyam . It cannot be
objectified and therefore it is incomprehensible ( aprameyam ).
Naturally, we get a fundamental doubt: if it can never be objectified
by any instrument, how do I know that the blessed Brahman exists?
The Upaniṣad says that Brahman exists. What is it that exists, but
can never be objectified?
Tat tvam eva - That Paramatma is you. objectifier of everything, the
subject is one that can never be objectified. This is a mahavakyam.
Tvam Eva tat – and you are that. There is a subtle importance of
repeating this twice. Example – Every tamilian is an Indian. Does it
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mean every Indian is a Tamilian? Thus the first part of the
statement does not reveal the total identity. It reveals a part whole
relation (instead of equal relation). Does that mean that only a part
of the Paramatma is a Jeevatma? To avoid this here, the repetition
occurs. The only way for total identity, is to repeat it both ways (tat
tvam Eva & tvam Eva tat), so there is no doubt whatsoever that both
are one and the same.
KVU10
These are all Mahavakyams because they teach us about jeevatmaParamatma Aikyam. How is this revealed? These two are not two
separate entities, but one and the same. This one Atma, which is
Nirguna chaitanyam is reflected through two different media, which
are micro (Vesti) and macro (Samasti) medium (Upadhi). First
Upadhi is Sharira trayam and the second Upadhi is Prapancha
trayam.
When chaitanyam (OC) is reflected in these media it is distorted /
transformed as it were (RC). One is in inferior (Nikrista) medium
and other in superior (Utkrishta) medium. Regardless of inferior or
superior, distortion will be there.
What is the distortion? Nirguna appears as saguna or attributed
consciousness. Type of attribute will depend on type of medium,
Inferior attributes reflects in inferior medium just like our face gets
distorted depending on the mirror. RC manifesting in RM will also
have inferior attributes. This is Jeeva Atma.
Inferior RC due to Inferior RM = Jeevatma.
The very same consciousness reflecting in superior medium, have
superior attributes.
Superior RC due to Superior RM = Paramatma
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“Parama’ adjective indicates superior attributes where as “Jeeva”
indicates an inferior attribute. It is important to note here that
without those adjectives the consciousness is essentially attributeless. When we talk about jeevatma paramatma Aikyam, we have to
mentally remove the attributes of both and retain only the attributeless nature of the original consciousness. This process of removing
attributes is baaga tyaaga lakshanaa.

(Jeevatma – inferior attributes) = (Paramatma – superior
attributes) = Attribute-less Consciousness (Chaitanyam)

In the Wave – Ocean - water example - Remove the Nama
roopa of wave from the wave and remove the Nama roopa of the
ocean and we are left only with water. The same way if I remove
the inferior attributes associated with this body I am nothing but
original consciousness.
This the teacher is teaching as ‘Tat Tvam Asi’. Inferior
attributes are not my real nature but incidental nature due to an
incidental inferior media. Therefore I should never be bothered
about my attributes since the attributes are not my real nature.
Gross body gives physical attributes, subtle body gives mental and
intellectual attributes and the Causal body gives attributes like
ignorance. However, none of these attributes intrinsically belong to
me. They are incidental attributes caused by the distortion
conditioned by an inferior medium. Remove the Gross body
physically, psychologically remove the subtle body and what then
remains is the consciousness only.
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VERSE17 I AM CIT (JEEVATMA) I AM SAT (PARAMATMA), THIS
JNANAM FREES ME FROM SAMSARA

Again Jeevatma Paramatma Aikyam is revealed. This is another
Mahavakyam. All these mantras can be used for nididhyāsanam .
Nididhyāsanam is dwelling upon the essential teaching of the
Vedāntic scriptures, where I claim that I am the mahā waker in the
veṣam (guise) of a father, mother, spouse, child etc. By this, I keep
reminding myself that these are all veṣams . The moment I forget
that these are veṣams , I forget that I am a mahā waker.
First line reveals Jeevatma.
Jagrat Svapna Susupti Adi Prapancha Yat Prakasate - As the
Paramatma playing Jeevatma I illumine 3 fold universe.
Through Shoola shariram, Jeevatma illumines Jagrat avasta
Through Sukshma shariram, Jeevatma illumines swapna
avasta
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Through Karana shariram, Jeevatma illumines sushupti avasta
Susupti avastha is Jagrat & svapna prapancha in unmanifest
condition. It is also called Maya.
I am avastha traya sakshi different from avastha trayam. I the
witness of the three avasthas am unaffected by what I witness, just
as the sunlight is not affected by what it reveals. I am affected only
when I forget my Maha waker status and identify with the body
mind complex. The Jnani accepts that mind being matter and
subject to the 3 gunas will constantly be affected by experiences.
But, he remains detached from the mind. This is called Sakshi Bhava
The RC associated with Shoola Shariram is called vishwa.
The RC with sukshma shariram is called Taijasa and
The RC with Karana Shariram is called Prajna.
These three put together is jeevatma with these inferior attributes.
The attributes are transferred to the consciousness wrongly and we
believe the consciousness has attributes.
Second line reveals Paramatma The thing obtaining in those avasthas, the witness consciousness is
nothing but the very same consciousness obtaining in the macro
upadhi, the Paramatma.
Tat Brahma Aham - That Brahman I am. Here by Brahman we mean
pure existence. This is a Mahavakyam. Technical definition of
mahāvākyam is: jīvātmā and Paramātmā are mentioned without any
preposition.
Iti Jnatva - What is the benefit with this knowledge? As long as I am
associated with the Upadhi, medium of reflection, there is nothing
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but grief. Use the RC but never identify with RC. If we begin to
identify with the mirror that reflects our image, then we become
miserable. But once we identify with the OC, then whatever
happens to the RC, which is the body, it does not affect us. Just
like if the mirror breaks, we know that it is only the mirror that has
broken, but not the self, which is eternally there.
Sarva Bandhaih Pramucyate - I become free from all shackles of
samsara. I free myself from the triangular format where karma
controls my fate and change over to binary format. Only bhakti
cannot save one from Karma permanently. By graduating from
Artha and Arthartha to Jijnasu and Jnani bhakta one permanently
gets freedom from Karma.
We have to equate consciousness with existence. Therefore I the
consciousness cit am none other than existence sat in Jeevatma
Paramatma Aikyam. Avasta tryam borrow existence from Maha
waker so mitya. I the Maha waker alone am Satyam.
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A VERSE 18 I AM SADASIVA, OF THE NATURE OF WITNESS
CONSCIOUSNESS FREE FROM TRIPUTI OF ENJOYER ENJOYMENT & THE
ENJOYED IN ALL 3 STATES

Up to mantra 17, the teacher gives the mahāvākya to the śiṣya,
upadeśa rūpa mahāvākyam (tat tvam asi).
In mantras 18 through 22, the same mahāvākya is presented as
received by the śiṣya, anubhava rūpa mahāvākyam (ahaṁ brahma
asmi).The student declares that he has achieved the binary format.
Again, first jeevatma is defined. Tvam padarta must be clear only
then Tat pada Aikyam will be clear. Only when jeevatma is very
clearly understood, can it then claim identity with Paramatma. ‘I’
am a mortal when associated with Nama roopa and an immortal
when associated with the attribute less consciousness.
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Aham Sakshi - ‘I’ means the witness-changeless-consciousness.
Consciousness is my intrinsic nature. Since it alone is inherent in
me, at all the times (in Jagrat / swapna and Sushupti avastas,
illumining those avastas).
Triṣu dhāmasu – in these three states – jāgrat, svapna and suṣupti
avasthās,
Tebhya Vilakshana - I am different from all of them, meaning I am
different from whatever I experience. I am ever the witness and
never the witnessed. Therefore I am vilakshana from everything
experienced.
Whatever I witness is divided into three, a triad (Triputi)
Yat bhogyam – three universes are experienced –
sthūla prapañca in jāgrat avasthā,
sūkṣma prapañca in svapna avasthā and
kāraṇa prapañca in suṣupti avasthā.
Bhoktā– there are three experiencers (the subjects) –
viśva cidābhāsa in sthūlaprapañca,
taijasa cidābhāsa in sūkṣma prapañca and
prājña cidābhāsa in kāraṇa prapañca.
Yat Bhavet Bhogaḥ ca –and three experiences (anubhavatrayam) in
the
form
of
thoughts
in
these
three
universes
I am neither the subject, nor the object nor the instrument.
The question comes, am I the subject or different from subject.
When I am experiencing something, there is an object of
experience. With respect to the object of experience, I temporarily
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get the status of subject. Hence, subject is only a status enjoyed
with regard to the object. Once the object is negated, subject loses
its subject-hood. Swamiji says he is Guru only until the shishyas are
there. Once they leave he loses his gurudom. Therefore
consciousness is a subject only with reference to the object.
Therefore atma is trikuti vilakshana.
Chinmatra - My nature is pure consciousness. All the emotions are
only reflection of the medium, the mind and do not belong to me.
Now Brahmaji says, I the Jeevatma am none other than the
Sadasivaha the paramatma, which is the consciousness behind the
total creation. The consciousness behind the individual self is the
same as the consciousness behind the universal self.
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VERSE 19 EVERYTHING HAS COME OUT OF ME, IS SUSTAINED BY ME &
RESOLVES IN ME

This is another very beautiful Mahavakya mantra.
In previous mahavakyas, although the Jeevatma was equated with
the Paramatma, the jeevatma’s nature was highlighted. Here, while
equating the Jeevatma and Paramatma, the nature of paramatma
is highlighted here.
In the dream I feel that I am a creature within the svapna
prapañca, but the moment I wake up, I reverse the statement that
the dream world born out of me (I am the sr̥ṣṭi kāraṇam), it rests in
me (I am the sthiti kāraṇam) and it resolves into me (I am the laya
kāraṇam). I can say this only as a waker, but not as a dreamer.
Similarly, after understanding that I am the mahā waker, I am able to
make the statement that jāgrat prapañca is mahā svapna which is
born out of me, rests in me and also resolves in me.
Tad Brahma Advayam Asmy Aham - I am Jeevatma who is that
Brahman, which is non dual,
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Mayye eva sakalam jatam - From whom alone the whole creation
arises. So it means that the whole world has come out of me, I am
Jagat shristi karanam (just as the wave can comfortable say that it
is the water part from whom everything arises including the wave
and the ocean) ( when we say ‘I” we must identify with OC and not
the RC the ego). If we are one and the same as Paramatma, then
we can feel comfortable saying we are the cause of creation. It
might appear as sacrilege (if we identify with RC the ego) when we
don’t understand this. But Upanishad clarifies this point. So hence
it says I am the original consciousness. This verse is prescribed for
Nidhidhyasanam. Before dwelling upon this mantra, learn to
gradually withdraw from the pañca anatmas, ahaṅkāra, mamakāra,
incidental profession, possessions, family etc., mentally handing
them over viśvarūpa Īśvara. This is called ātma-nivedanarūpabhaktiḥ.
From the Macro Upadhi standpoint I am the shristi karanam.
Maye Sarvam Prathistitam - who is support and the base of
everything (Just as the dreamer upon waking can say that the
entire dream world existed in him and was supported by him).
Maye Sarvam layam yati - who is also the laya karana paramatma
from the standpoint of Macroupadhi. But, from my own
standpoint, as a Micro Upadhi, I am neither karanam nor karyam.
When you say this from ego standpoint (identifying with our
Microupadhi) it is arrogant, but when from a sakshi stand point,
the statement is wisdom. Arrogance or wisdom is with respect to
one’s standpoint.
KVU-11 (VERSE 20-22)

In all these maha Vakya mantras, the teacher, Brahmaji revealed
the jivatma-paramatma Aikyam by showing that jivatma is also
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atma & Paramatma is also atma only. The 2 adjectives jiva & Parama
are not the intrinsic attributes of the Atma but one Atma appears to
be divided into 2 based on the medium of manifestation. In jivatma
the distortion is in the form of inferior attributes & in paramatma it
is in the form of superior attributes. The original Atma has no
attributes (no inferior or superior attributes). They are
superimposed attributes on the atma. When jivatma has these
limited attributes because of inferior Upadhi, jivatma appears as
the karyam, the product and paramatma because of the superior
Upadhi seems to have the superior attribute of the karanam. Both
karyam & karanam is a false attribute. The Atma is karya-karana
vilakshana.
Thus, I, the karya-karana vilakshana chaitanyam have the vesha of
Paramatma & vesha of jivatma also. When I have the paramatma
vesham I am the karanam & when I have the jivatma vesham I am
the karyam. Only because of confusion there is karya-karanam
division. Atma is neither karyam nor karanam.
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VERSE20 I AM EVERYTHING, AT ALL TIMES & ANANDA SWAROOPAHA

The 20th verse is the corollary to the 19th. This is another beautiful
Nidhidhyasana mantra.
If I am Karana paramatma, where am I located? Karanam is not
located in a place but karanam is in & through all the karyams. In
fact karanam alone appears in the form of every karyam. Just as one
gold alone is the minute ornament of an ear stud or the big
ornament of a mala/necklace. So whether it is a small product or a
big product all of them are nothing but different manifestation of
the karanam (gold). Ekam karanam eva aneka karya rupena bhati.
Another example is wave and ocean.
Two steps are to be delineated here –
Step 1 - In the previous verse it was mentioned I am the karanam,
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Step 2 - whereas here it is mentioned that karanam alone appears
as manifold karyam.
If we combine both, I, the karanam alone am appearing as the
manifold karyam. Thus I am in the form of everything.
Aniyan anoh aham eva - I am subtler than subtle, in the form of the
minutest atom also
Tadvat mahan aham – I am big, in the form of the biggest star.
In short, I am this universe (Aham vishwam).
Vichitram vishvam I am means manifold universe. That is why a
Jnani does not have any desire because he knows that everything
is nothing but ‘I’ plus nama-roopa. (This universe is wonder of all
wonders. It is full of varieties and opposites. Moksha is not trying
to get only good life, it is accepting the pairs of opposites as
integral part of vyavaharika prapancha)

Karanam + nama + roopa = karyam.

Similarly, I + nama-roopa = universe. Since I am the karanam, I am
anadhi beginning-less puratana Aham. Out of me emerged this
universe.
Being the karanam, I in here I pervade all, purusha. I am the
purusha, the thread of existence behind the universe as karanam
alone lends existence to the karyam. When we say - Bangle ‘is’
there, the existence to the Bangle is lent by Gold alone. Remove
Gold and the ornament do not exist. Similarly the very ‘existence’
the thread of the universe is the karanam, me.
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Therefore I am the master or independent, Isha (Karanam is
swatantram while karyam is dependent or paratantram). Satyam is
independent, while mithya is dependent of Satyam.
From my own standpoint how do I look?
I am effulgent (continues to shine even when old) like gold
hiranmaya - prakasha swaroopaha - chaitanya swaroopaha &
mangalaswaroopa or ananda swaroopa, shiva rupam. We have so
far described “I” the consciousness as Sat and Cit. Now Prajapati
brings the third concept the I am Ananda. Experiential pleasures
come and go, but, I the Ananda am ever present. Day to day
problems will still be very much there, but they will be dimmed when
the mind is saturated with the light of this knowledge. This is called
Abhibhaavah. During the days the stars are dimmed by the
sunlight. This is also called Moksha or Mithyatva Nischayah.
This is my original nature. Sarvatma bhava – I am everything.
This may be a difficult concept to understand.
We have to take the dream example to understand this. In a dream
we are not ready to believe that I am the creator, sustainer & the
resolver of the dream. This is because we have a strong
identification with the swapna shariram. The moment I disidentify
with the dream body & identify with the waker then I can clearly say
that I alone was in the form of the dream. In the same way stronger
the deha abhimana, stronger will be the limitations & more
difficult to assimilate Vedanta. So, one should bring about a
transformation, by transcending the form. This transformation is
that I am the formless Consciousness. Then claiming I am the
essence behind the creation becomes easy. Thus the biggest
obstacle for the study of Vedanta is deha abhimana.
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VERSE 21 - NIDHIDHYASANA SADHANA - I AM PURE CONSCIOUSNESS, THE
POWER BEHIND THE HANDS LEGS EYES EARS, I KNOW ALL, NONE KNOWS ME.

“I have no hands or feet, yet I have inconceivable power. I see
without eyes. I hear without ears. I know all forms but no one
knows me. I am pure consciousness.”
Having given the mahāvākya upadeśa , Prajāpati, the teacher now
discusses the nididhyāsana sādhana. The purpose of the Vedānta is
not to change the world or even my body and the mind. The
purpose is to understand very clearly that my true nature is
Brahman. I should not only learn to look at myself as
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Brahman, but also align all the other thoughts in my day to day life
with this basic fundamental thought – ahaṁ brahma asmi .
Change or revision of my opinion about myself should also bring
about the change in my opinion regarding family, world, and events.
If the corresponding change does not take place, I will be stuck in
saṁsāra in spite of my knowledge. Therefore, nididhyāsanam is
extremely important. This means that the description of Brahman
we have seen the Upaniṣad must translate to description of me.
Here the nature of the Atma is discussed from 2 angles 1. Sopadhika – (vyavaharika ‘I’, saguna, distorted, empirical)
2. Nirupadhika – (Paramartika ‘I’, Nirguna, original, absolute)
When I look at my face from the angle of the face itself, it is
Nirupadhika face. But when I look at my face manifested through
the mirror then it is the distorted form of me. The distortion is
caused by the Upadhi (RM) & so called Sopadhika atma. When I
look at this from these 2 angles then I have different nature
altogether.
achintya shakti - I am endowed with incomprehensible power called
maya shakthi, with which I create, sustain and resolve the world (
sr̥iṣṭi-sthiti-laya-śakti ). With sattva pradhāna māyā , I play the role
of Īśvara , with rajaḥ pradhāna māya , I am jīva and with tamaḥ
pradhāna māyā , I act as jagat
Aham apani pada – I enjoy all these powers even without the
instruments like hands and legs. Originally I am the Atma, So I am
apani pada i.e. without hands or legs (This is Nirupadika
swaroopam). But the very same Atma when obtained through the
RM as RC, I have hands & feet (though not mentioned here it is to
be understood as said). This is Sopadhika swaroopa.
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Acakshuh – as OC I don’t have eyes. I am aware of everything
without the eyes because I am behind the seeing power of the
eyes But (pashyami), with the very same eyes obtained in the RM
body I can see as RC.
Akarnah – as OC, no ears. I am the earless hearer of everything. As
RM, I can hear as RC. Etc.
Aham vijanami – from my own standpoint (as OC) I am not even a
knower (apramatha) whereas through the medium of the intellect
(as RC), I become the knower (Pramatha). So knower-hood is not
my real nature.
vivikta-rupam – endowed with distinct nature. Different forms of
Pramatha ( knower of different senses / each of us is a different
knower) Apramatha = Paramartika ‘I’. Pramatha = Vyavaharika ‘I’
Na casti vetta mama - I am the knower of everything but am never
the known object. Ever the knower, never the known (Aprameya)
The eye that sees everything can never see the eye themselves. If I
am never known then what is the proof of my existence?
cit sada aham - I am ever self-proven Consciousness. Sada chit asmi.
No proof is required. The very search for the proof presupposes
the conscious entity (Just as the camera does not require a proof
though it never appears in any picture. Every photo is a proof for
the camera). In the same way every existence reveals the
existence of the Consciousness. Prathibodha vidhitam. Sada means
always conscious.
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VERSE 22 - FROM VYAVAHARIKA DRISTI I AM EVERYTHING, TRIPUTI &
FROM PARAMARTHIKA DRIST OF ABSOLUTE CONSCIOUSNESS I
NEGATE EVERYTHING (AT VYSTI & SAMASTI LEVELS) THE ADHYAROPA
APAVADA METHOD FOR ADVAITA

I am known through the Vedas. I am the knower and author of the
Vedas. I have no good or bad karma, nor birth, body, senses, or
intellect. For me, there is no earth, water, fire, air or space.
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Sarvatma bhava continues in the first two lines. I am everything. I
am in the form of the empirical world. This empirical relative world
is classified into pramatha-pramanam-prameyam. Where pramatha
means knower. Prameyam means known & knowable and
pramanam is the knowing instrument which links the pramatha &
prameya. This is called triputi. Whereas in the original absolute
Brahman triputi does not exist. I, the atma am neither the
pramatha nor prameyam or pramanam. In my absolute nature I am
neither of the three. But when I appear in the empirical world in
vesham then I myself become the triputi of Pramatha Prameyam
and Pramanam. To understand one can take the example of
Swapna. In Swapna one is all the three. Thus If I can be the dream
triputi, I can be the waking triputi also.
Therefore the teacher says,
Aham eva vedyaha - I am the One to be known. I am the prameyam
through
Aneka vedai - in all the veda Pramanam. Here the pramanam is
taken as the guru or acharya because the shastra becomes the
pramanam only if handled by the guru
vedāntakṛd - I am the author of the Vedas, the pramanam.
Vedavid - I am also the knower, the pramatha.
Thus I am the pramatha, Pramanam and Prameyam. The first Guru is
the Lord himself. The entire Guru parampara is the initiator of the
Shastra teaching. Thus 2 lines say I am everything. This is from the
empirical angle, vyavaharika dristi
From the OC angle, Paramarthika dristi, I negate everything.
Na puṇya-pāpe mama - I have no punya or papam.
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Na sanchita, agami & prarabdha janma nasti - Birth depends upon
punya & papa so when I don’t have punya or papa where is the
question of birth.
Nasho nasti - no death
Deha nasti - so no body, no senses & no intellect. This is negation at
the vyashti level.
Then at the samashti level he says the 5 elements are not there.
na bhūmir (earth)
āpo (water)
na ca vahnir (fire)asti
na cānilo(air) me 'sti
na cāmbaraṃ(space) ca asti
The universe made of these five elements ( pañcabhūtaprapañca )
is a mahā dream from the standpoint of mahā waker so is as good
as non existent.
Vedantic Law – Whenever we negate something which is solidly
experienced we should understand that the shruthi points out that it
belongs to a lower order of reality, it is not real (Eg - The dream
world).
Paramarthika drishtya - The dream world is experienced by us. It is
very tangible for the dreamer. But from the standpoint of the
waker the dream world is negated. It is negated from a higher
standpoint. Thus, the dream is experiensible but negatable from a
higher standpoint. So anything that can be negated from a higher
stand point is not real or is a lower order of reality. It is mithya.
Similarly this world is experienced from the standpoint of the waker
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pramatha but this world can be negated from the standpoint of the
OC
Chaitanya drishtya. The student has ‘woken up’. Thus in the last 2
lines the student is talking from the OC stand point & hence can
negate the 5 elements. There is no plurality from the standpoint of
the non-waker Chaitanya drishtya. The non-waker Consciousness
becomes a waker from the lower order of reality.
Thus, according to Vedanta this world is also another form of
dream. The student has ‘woken up’ from both the dreams and says
all these are not there.
KVU 12
From 15th Verse Brahmaji, is revealing the nature of Brahman, by
using an important method of teaching called ‘adhyaropa apavada
nyayaha’. The essence of this method is to teach through an
example. Suppose a person has got a pot in hand & I want to
reveal clay which is the essence of the pot. Even though the person
is holding clay alone, in his vision he is holding a pot. Now to teach
him that the clay is the essence of the pot, it can be taught in 4
stages –
1st stage – Introduction of the pot as an effect or Karyam
The first stage is to present the pot as a product or a karyam. He
sees the pot only as a padartha. I introduce the pot as a product.
Then the natural curiosity will be to find out the cause of the pot
(karanam), because karyam & karanam are inter-related. So the 1st
teaching is the introduction of the pot as an effect.
2nd stage – Introduction of the clay as the material cause,
Karanam of the pot.
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It is pointed out that the pot has a cause, karanam & that is
nothing but clay. Thus introduction of the clay as the material cause
of the pot is the 2nd stage of teaching.
These 2 stages put together are called adhyaropa stage.

3rd stage – Negating the Effect or Karyam.
I point out that if you understand the clay as the material cause,
then on enquiry you’ll find out that in fact there is no substance
called pot other than clay. The weight and all the tangibility belongs
to the clay in reality. Therefore in the 3rd pot as a substance is
negated. Pot is just reduced to a word/name (Nama roopa).
4th stage – Negating the Karanam or the Cause.
Once you negate the pot, there is only one substance left & that is
clay. You can never talk about karya-karanam sambandha with one
substance. Because sambandha means relationship & a
relationship requires minimum two things. Once the pot/karyam is
negated then the clay loses its status of karanatvam. Thus the 4th
stage is the negation of the karanam status of clay. Then the only
thing left behind is the karya-karanam vilakshana, the clay. Once you
have become aware of these facts, then only clay is in your vision
(before now and hereafter) & pot is only a word. We tend to forget
this fact and we ‘get caught up’ in the Nama roopa only.
The 3rd stage & 4th stage together is called the apavada. These 4
stages help you to arrive at the karya-karanam vilakshana stage.
We have to apply this same principle to the universe (as a big pot).
The Upanishad goes to the 1st Stage – Introduce the world as a
product (Jagat karyam)
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The Upanishad in the 2nd Stage introduces Brahman as the cause
of the world (Jagat karanam Brahma)
These 2 stages are called shristi prakriya or adhyaropa prakriya.
In the 3rd stage, If Brahman is the karanam & world is karyam, then
we can conclude that there is no karyam - world other than
karanam Brahma. There is no substance called world. Whatever we
are touching is not the world but Brahman. Whatever we are
experiencing is Brahman.
In the Stage 4, once you have negated the world, Brahman cannot be
said to be the karanam of the world because we have negated the
world as the cause/karyam. So Brahman is karya-karanam
vilakshana.
These 4 stages Adi Shankara presents in a beautiful work called
Aparoksha Anubhuthi. In this work Shankara says, having negated
the world don’t look around for that Brahman. This Brahman is I,
myself.
This adhyaropa apavada method is beautifully utilized in the
Kaivalya Upanishad. In the 15th verse the world is introduced as
karyam and then Brahman is introduced as karanam and in the 22nd
verse the whole world is negated and what is left is Brahman which is
I, myself.
With this the teaching part is over. Hereafter the phalam of this
knowledge is given. The knowledge being the karya-karanam
vilakshana Brahma - aham Asmi. This is given in verse 23.
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VERSE23 - JNANA PHALAM - KNOWER OF BRAHMAN IS BRAHMAN

Prajāpati concludes his mahāvākya upadeśa pointing out that
mahāvākyam must be absorbed in this manner by following
śravaṇam, mananam and nididhyāsanam.
Śravaṇam and mananam are meant for the revising the conclusion
about myself that I am not a jīva but am Brahman. Nididhyāsanam is
meant for the revising the mind set from the triangular to the binary
format. Revised conclusion plus the revised mindset is jñānaniṣṭhā
Evam - In this manner by the application of the adhyaropa apavada
method,
paramatma-roopam viditva - one has to know he is of the nature of
Paramatma & not jivatma. By Sravana Manana Nididhyasana one
has to know.
Guhasayam - That Paramatma, which is obtained in the mind of
everyone (Guha-mind & shayam – obtaining or residing)
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(Paramatma is available in the mind as the witness of the presence &
absence of thoughts) as the witness consciousness.
Nishkalam advitiyam - This consciousness is indivisible. Like
containers are many but space is only one. Thus it is in the mind as
well as outside, thus indivisible. Minds are many but consciousness
is one. Since it is division less –it is advitiyam. It is non-dual.
Samasta-sakshim - There is only one consciousness which is the
witness of everything within the mind & outside in the external
world also. It witnesses all 3 avasthas.
Sad-asad-vihinam - It is beyond karya (sath) & karanam
(asath)(sad- asad-vihinam). Karya-karanam vilakshanam. Māyā is
kāraṇam, while prapañca is kāryam. I am beyond māyā and
prapañca (māyā prapañca atītaḥ).
Shuddham – Atma is free from papa-punyam, sanchita, agami,
prarabda. Purification of the atma is not required because it is ever
pure.
Prayati paramatma-rupam - This paramatma rupam one should
come to know as myself. By knowing this the phalam we become
one with Paramatma (Paramatma prayati) (Knower of Brahman
becomes Brahman). Due to ignorance there was a notional
separation between jivatma & paramatma. Knowledge removes
this ignorance & we learn that they are one & the same. So there is
no ‘merger’ of Jeevatma and Paramatma. It is an intellectual
transformation. Becoming Paramātmā is dropping the notion that
I am jīvātmā.
This is called jīvanmukti.
There is a change in my attitude towards myself & towards the world
after gaining this knowledge. This change is called moksha.
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VERSE24 - THE UNPREPARED SHOULD DO SRI RUDRAM PARAYANAM
& SEEK REFUGE IN LORD SIVA
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With the previous mantra the teaching of kaivalya Upanishad is
over. Because the aim of kaivalya Upanishad is giving you
kaivalyam or non- dual status. That non-dual status comes through
knowledge. But suppose there are students who are not able to
grasp the teaching. Then it must be because of some obstacles in
the mind of the student (duritam/papam) (due to raga dvesha’s
negating the world is difficult). Then the student from Jnana kanda
has to go back to karma kanda of the Upanishads. Go back to a
religious way of life, pancha maha yajna & prayaschittha karma.
In this Upanishad, Brahma Yagna is presented as a method of
purification. Brahma yajna means shastra parayanam. Brahma here
means Vedas. Brahma yajna means recitation of the Vedas or any
scriptural texts. Here Shri Rudra parayanam is mentioned. This is
found in Yajur Veda. Although this Upanishad is in Atharvana Veda
Shri Rudra Parayanam is selected as its the dhyana shloka (Lord
Shiva is the Ishta devatha) earlier in this Upanishad (Uma
Shyamam). Shri Rudra parayanam glorifies Lord Shiva as the
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vishwaroopa devatha. But we can chant any scripture of our
choice. If you do this all papams will go away.
Yaḥ śata-rūdrīyam adhīte One who parayana of Sri Rudram as a part
of Karma Yoga & Upasana is purified.
A list of different papams which can be removed through
parayanam are enumerated
1. so 'gnipūto bhavati - He becomes freed from all his pāpams
related to ritualistic fire. One should properly light the fire.
Once the fire is lit, it should be treated with respect.
Otherwise he will incur, which manifest as obstacles to
spiritual progress.
2. Surā-pānāt pūto bhavati - He is purified from the sin of
drinking liquor.
3. Sa brahma-hatyāt pūto bhavati - He is purified from the sin of
killing a brahmana (Guna Brahmana)
4. Kṛtyākṛtyāt pūto bhavati - He is purified from sins of
commission and omission.
5. Sa suvarṇa-steyāt pūto bhavati - He is purified from the sin of
stealing gold
Bhavaty atyāśramī sarvadā sakṛd vā japet - A sanyasi who cannot
perform any rituals (pañca mahā yajña) like a gr̥hasthā because he
has renounced the sacred thread, tuft etc. For him,
Rudrapārāyaṇam is considered to be an ideal sādhana for mental
purification. He should recite it continually or at least once a day.
Tasmād avimuktam āśrito - From that, he finds refuge in the abiding
One. He comes under the shelter of Lord Shiva. So a Vedantic
student should always do paranayam of any scripture especially if
he is a sanyasi. Lord Śiva in Kāśi is called Avimukteśvara. Vimukthaḥ
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means animal (paśu) – it gets this name because the animals are
freed from rules and regulations. Avimuktaḥ means one who is
other than the paśu. The controller of paśu is one who is not a
paśu – Paśupatiḥ and therefore, Lord Śiva. In summary, by doing
Rudrapārāyaṇam, you come under the protection of Lord Śiva.
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VERSE 25
Anena (karma yogena) jnanam apnoti - Rudra parayanam
represents any parayanam. It represents Brahma Yagna & Brahma
yagna represents any one of the pancha maha yagna and this in
turn represents karma yoga. Karma yoga will give chittha shuddhi,
making it conducive for kaivalya Upanishad study. What the student
did not understand before will become clear now.
Samsararnava-nashanam - The knowledge gained destroys the
ocean of samsara.
Tasmad - Thereafter
Kaivalyam phalam ashnute Knowing Brahman in this manner – which is as “I am Brahman”
(Mere knowledge that “there is Brahman” is incomplete. It is
extremely important to understand this)
kaivalyaṁ phalam aśnute iti - One will attain kaivalyam, which nonduality (there is no second) or advaita bhāvaḥ - this the same as
mokṣa. Thus he attains jīvanmukti in this life and videha mukti after
the death of his physical body. This statement is repeated to
indicate the end of this Upaniṣad taught by Prajāpati to Āśvalāyana
r̥ṣi.
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SUMMARY
Kaivalya Upanishad means that it gives its students
Kaivalyam or moksha. Kaivalyam means non-duality. There is no
second thing to limit me. There is not even time, space or object to
limit me. Freedom from spatial, temporal & object-wise limitations
is called Kaivalyam or moksha.
This Upanishad occurs in the Atharvana Veda having 25
mantras. It does not belong to the Dasha Upanishads of
Shankaracharya but it is still studied as it is very comprehensive in
its teachings.
The Shanti patha is Bradram karnebhi, the same as the other
Shanthi parts of the Atharvana Veda.
Through the shanthi patha we seek the fitness of all our
instruments – the physical body, sense organs, the mind & the
intellect. All must be healthy & capable of doing their functions.
Also freedom from obstacles during the study of the Upanishads.
(vighna nivritti & karana yogayatha are prayed for in the Shanti
pat).
The introduction to this Upanishad happens in the form of the
student Ashvalayana Rishi approaching the acharya who is
Chaturmukha Brahma Himself. This rishi while approaching the
guru is very clear about what he wants. He is a well-informed &
well prepared disciple. He asks Lord Brahma to teach him the
Brahma Vidya.
A well informed disciple knows that 1. He wants moksha primarily.
2. He also knows that moksha is only through Jnanam/selfknowledge.
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3. He knows that Jnanam can only be attained through shastra
Pramanam.
4. He knows that the Shastram will reveal its contents only
when it is studied under the guidance of an acharya.
From the 2nd mantra up to the 4th mantra, the teacher
Brahmaji briefly presents Jnana sadhanam & Jnana phalam (Means
& benefits of gaining knowledge).
Jnana Sadhanam are 2
1. Sakshath Karanam - Primary means or direct means or
proximate cause – Vedanta shravanam (Knowledge),
mananam (knowledge to conviction) & nidhidhyasanam
(Knowledge which is full of conviction to emotional strength
– my Poornatvam does not depend on any external factor) is
the direct means of self-knowledge (Vedanta vichara or
Jnana yoga). Brahmaji here calls it “Shraddha, bhakthi &
dhyana yogad avaihi” (verse 2), here shraddha means
shravanam; bhakthi means mananam & dhyana meaning
nidhidhyasanam.
2. Sahakari Karanam – contributory cause or supporting cause.
All the values mentioned in the scriptures are the supporting
causes. Brahmaji here chooses one contributory cause which
is extremely important, tyaga/renunciation. (Verse 3). Tyaga
means gradually learning to drop dependences, supports or
crutches. Learning to be self-supporting. The advantage of
this learning is that I am ready to lose anything at any time.
This inner preparedness is called sanyasa. Whoever has this is
a sanyasi whether he wears an ochre robe or not. This inner
strength which is born out of either discrimination or
devotion is called tyaga or Vairagyam. This is the most
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important contributory cause. Shankaracharya repeatedly
says that ‘sanyasa sahitha gnanam’ alone can give moksha.
3. Jnana Phalam is moksha. Freedom. Jeevan mukthi & videha
mukthi. Jeevan mukthi means freedom from psychological &
emotional hang-ups. Videha mukthi means freedom from the
cycle of birth & death. This is given in verse 4.
From verse 5 to 10, Brahmaji talks about dhyanam. This is the
seed for the 6th chapter of the Bhagwad Gita. In these verses
Brahmaji talks about 3 topics –
1. Dhyana Sadhana or preparation (verse 5) – includes 4 things
– desha, kala, asana & Sharira sthithi. Desha means choosing
the right place – secluded, clean & inspiring place. Kala is any
time when our mind is Sattvik – a non-wandering, nonsleeping alert mind is Sattvik mind. Asana is an appropriate
seat for meditation & Sharira sthithi is the condition of your
body, mind, sense organs, breathing & intellect – they should
be healthy & Dhyana friendly state. This Upanishad also
mentions meditate as a sanyasi (asangatvam) & not as a
worldly person with worldly responsibilities & worries. It says
to invoke one’s Guru before commencing meditation.
2. Saguna dhyanam – meditating upon a God with form. Ishta
devatha dhyanam recommended in Kaivalya Upanishad is
Lord Shiva. But you can choose any ista Devatha roopam.
There are 2 types – Eka roopa Ishta devatha & aneka roopa
Ishta devatha. Both are saguna dhyanam.
3. Nirguna dhyanam (verse 6) – Aroopam – One which does not
have a beginning, middle or an end – Nirguna Ishwara or
Brahman itself.
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One should practice saguna dhyanam before vedanta
Shravana or the study of the Upanishads. This will help in coming
to Vedanta vichara. Then you can progress to Nirguna dhyanam.
Saguna dhyanam is called upasana & Nirguna dhyanam is called
Nidhidhyasanam.
After this Brahmaji gives the phalam. He says the benefit of
saguna dhyanam is gnana yogyatha. It prepares you for nirguna
dhyanam. Then the benefit of nirguna dhyanam is Jnana nishta
where the knowledge gets assimilated. Aham Brahmasmi/ I am
free becomes spontaneous.
From Mantra 12 to 15, brahmaji introduces vedantic enquiry
(shravanam,mananam) by giving the example of churning the
arani wood for generating fire.
In the same way studying the Vedantic text is the churning of
the Vedantic statement with the help of the mind. In this we
analyse the jiva swaroopam & Ishwara swaroopam. From this
analysis we know that there is only one Consciousness (OC) which
is appearing as a jiva in an individual body and as Ishwara in the
Samasti. One OC is manifesting in 2 RM’s – Sharira trayam (micro
RM) & Prapancha trayam (macro RM). One consciousness is
reflected in both these media & does not get distorted at all
though it appears to be distorted. The seeming distortion is seen in
micro RM, seeming to have micro or inferior attributes (Nikrista
guna) like limited knowledge, limited power, and limited action. In
the macro medium also there is distortion in the form of superior
attributes (Utkrishta guna) like omnipotent, omniscient &
omnipresent.
Whereas the OC has no attributes.
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Wisdom is taking the jiva & mentally removing the inferior
attributes & seeing the jiva as attribute-less consciousness.
Because, the distortions are superficial only. Similarly a wise
person will do the same thing with Ishwara. We should see that
the causal status (karanam) of Ishwara & effectual status (karyam)
of jiva are both superimposition. So both jiva & Ishwara are one
Consciousness & the differences are superficial. This process is
called ‘bhaga tyaga lakshanam’ - I mentally remove the attributes &
retain consciousness alone. Once we have done this we are ready
for Jivatma-Paramatma Aikyam.
This aikyam is discussed from verse 16-23.
This is the central portion of Kaivalya Upanishad. This is the maha
Vakya portion. The common factor between jivatma & Paramatma
is Atma. Like wave (karyam) & ocean (karanam) are the superficial
nama roopa of water. In water there is neither karyam nor
karanam. This is Aham Brahma Asmi iti Jnanam.
Moksha is the phalam for this knowledge which Brahmaji
again repeats.
The last 2 verses, 24 & 25 gives the conclusion or
upasamhara
Suppose there is person who did not understand this
teaching, Brahmaji says let them not give up hope. They can also
understand through the practice of karma & upasana. Shastra
paranayam is one of the practices that can give Jnana yogyatha.
This will remove all the obstacles (duritam) which are there due to
our past karmas.
In Kaivalya Upanishad, Shri Rudra Mantra is highlighted but it
is not compulsory to chant only that mantra. Any prayer is fine. By
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this what a student did not understand before becomes more
clear. What was clear before begins to give more impact. Once this
knowledge is received & assimilated one attains the padam of
Kaivalyam which is both jiva mukthi & Videha mukthi.
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